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PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCAST 
OCTOBER 2017 
FACE THE NATION 
 
10/01/17 - Guests: David Begnaud, CBS News Correspondent (1); Dr. Jon LaPook, CBS News Chief Medical 
Correspondent (2); Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) (3); Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Speaker of the House of 
Representatives (4); Senator Charles Schumer (aka Chuck) (D-NY), Senate Minority Leader (5); Ben Domenech, The 
Federalist (6); Amy Walter, The Cook Political Report (6); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (6); Bob Schieffer, CBS News Political 
Contributor, author, “Overload: Finding the Truth in Today’s Deluge of News” (7) 1) a report from San Juan on the  
ongoing humanitarian crisis in Puerto Rico following Hurricane Maria  2) an interview with San Juan Mayor Carmen  
Yulin Cruz on what she would say to President Trump  3) Topics include: Senator Rubio’s letter to President Trump  
on the situation in Puerto Rico / concerns for the region / response from the Trump administration and Department 
of Defense to the crisis / Senator Rubio’s theory as to why the model response to a hurricane was not successful in 
Puerto Rico / President Trump’s criticism of the mayor of San Juan; attacks on U.S. diplomats in Cuba; question of  
regulating cabinet members’ private plane travel for official travel  4) Topics include: impact of proposed tax cuts on  
blue collar and middle class workers; absence of the earned income tax credit for childless filers / specifics of the 
Republican tax plan / entitlement reform / optimism that tax reform will successfully make it through Congress / 
opinion that the president should work with Democrats; race relations / President Trump’s views on race / opinion 
that the president’s “heart is in the right place” / President Trump’s criticism of the NFL players who kneel during  
the national anthem 5) Topics include: Senator Schumer’s criticism of the Trump administrations’ response to the  
crisis in Puerto Rico; tax reform / letter sent by Democrats to the president and Republican leadership on what tax 
reform should include / call for true bipartisanship  6) Topics include: crisis in Puerto Rico / assigning blame for the  
response / President Trump’s criticism of San Juan Mayor Carmen Yulin Cruz; proposed tax reform / specifics of the 
Republican tax plan; Tennessee Republican Senator Bob Corker’s decision to retire / Alabama primary  7) an 
interview with Mr. Schieffer on his new book, which “takes a look at the news deluge in the Trump era” 

 
10/08/17 - Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Senate  
Judiciary Committee (2); Wayne LaPierre, National Rifle Association (NRA) (3); Mary Ellen O’Toole, former FBI Senior 
Profiler, George Mason University (4); Fran Townsend, CBS News Senior National Security Analysist, former  
Homeland Security Advisor to George W. Bush (4); Adam Winkler, law professor, University of California, author,  
“Gunfight” (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (6); Susan Page, USA Today (6); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review (6);  
David Leonhardt, The New York Times (6)   1) a report from Biloxi, Mississippi on tropical storm Nate  2) Topics 
include: mass shooting in Las Vegas, killing fifty-eight people and wounding close to five hundred people / bill  
banning bump fire stocks / statement from the NRA suggesting support for examining regulations against bump fire 
stocks / increase in sales of bump fire stocks / shooter Stephen Paddock / gun control / proposed legislation on 
concealed carry reciprocity, which would make a concealed carry permit for one state, valid in all states / Second 
Amendment; investigation into possible collusion between Russia and the Trump campaign; possibility of President  
Trump decertifying the Iran nuclear deal  3) Topics include: reaction to the mass shooting in Las Vegas and Senator  
Feinstein’s proposal for legislation to ban bump fire stocks / call for the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and 
Explosives (ATF) to do their job in enforcing the illegality of converting a semi-automatic to a fully automatic / NRA’s  
support for the existing law on fully automatic firearms / concealed carry reciprocity / Mr. LaPierre’s interpretation  
of the Second Amendment  4) Topics include: Las Vegas mass shooter Stephen Paddock / call for stronger gun  
legislation than what was proposed by Senator Feinstein / how these mass shootings are a lesson plan for terrorists 
/ lack of a clear motive / making big venue events safer / questions to ask Mr. Paddock’s girlfriend  5) Topics include:  
the types of shootings that should be focused on / not repealing the Second Amendment / strength of the NRA in 
electoral politics / two different kinds of national concealed carry reciprocity legislation 



6) Topics include: proposed gun control legislation after a mass shooting / bump fire stocks; relationship between 
President Trump and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson; Tennessee Republican Senator Bob Corker’s criticism of the 
president / President Trump’s response to Senator Corker’s criticism; North Korea; possibility of President Trump 
decertifying the Iran nuclear deal; President Trump’s threats regarding healthcare; how Democrats should handle the 
numerous sexual abuse allegations against Democratic donor Harvey Weinstein 

 
10/15/17 - Guests: Rex Tillerson, U.S. Secretary of State (1); Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif, Iran (2); Senator  
Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed Services Committee (3); Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister, Israel (4); David  
Ignatius, The Washington Post (5); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (5); Jonah Goldberg, National Review (5); Commander Scott  
Kelly, author, “Endurance” (6)   Guest Correspondent: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (2)  1) Topics  
include: President Trump’s threat to pull out of the Iran nuclear deal / proposed Congressional amendment to the  
Iran deal / message to North Korea and the promise of a denuclearized Korean Peninsula; Secretary Tillerson’s  
relationship with President Trump / Senator Bob Corker’s criticism of President Trump’s treatment of Secretary  
Tillerson / the United States’ diplomatic relationship with China   2) Ms. Palmer’s interview with Iranian Foreign  
Minister Zarif on the Iranian nuclear deal and President Trump’s threat to withdraw from the agreement  3) Topics  
include: President Trump’s threat to pull out of the Iran nuclear deal / proposed Congressional amendment to the  
Iran deal; Senator Corker’s views on the Trump administration and the president’s treatment of Secretary of State  
Tillerson; healthcare reform; tax reform; problems caused for the Republican Party by President Trump’s former  
advisor Steve Bannon    4) Topics include: criticism of the Iran nuclear deal / support for President Trump’s position  
on the deal / why Prime Minister Netanyahu opposes the deal    5) Topics include: reaction to Senator Corker’s  
comments on President Trump’s treatment of Rex Tillerson / President Trump’s personality / culture of reality  
television versus the culture of politics; President Trump’s position on the Iran nuclear deal; President Trump’s  
continued efforts to negate former President Obama’s legacy / Affordable Care Act and Clean Power Act 6) an  
interview with Mr. Kelly on “Endurance”, his new book about his year aboard the International Space Station 
 
10/22/17 - Guests: Michael Morell, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), CBS News Senior  
National Security Contributor (1); David Martin, CBS News National Security Correspondent (1); Senator James  
Lankford (R-OK), Senate Intelligence Committee (2); Mick Mulvaney, White House Budget Director, Trump  
Administration (3); Khizr Khan, author, “An American Family: A Memoir of Hope and Sacrifice” (4); Nate Boyer, former  
American football player, Seattle Seahawks (5); Michael Duffy, Time Magazine (6); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS  
News Political Analyst (6); Rich Lowry, National Review (6); Susan Glasser, Politico (6)  1) Topics include: the October  
4th attack in Niger, where four American soldiers were ambushed and killed by Islamic State extremists; ISIS (ISIL /  
Daesh) in Syria    2) Topics include: the October 4th attack in Niger / shared frustration with Senator John McCain, at  
the Pentagon; reports about Russian efforts to influence the Obama administration and Hillary Clinton through  
donations to the Clinton Foundation with respect to the purchase of uranium; proposed budget and tax reform;  
FEMA’s response to the crisis in Puerto Rico following Hurricane Maria.   3) an interview with Director Mulvaney on  
details of the proposed budget, tax reform, and bipartisan health care reform  4) Topics include: reaction as a Gold  
Star father, to the treatment from President Trump and Chief of Staff and former General John Kelly to the family of  
one of the soldiers killed in the October 4th attack in Niger and the resulting public feud with that Gold Star family; Mr.  
Khan’s new book / his family / examples of why Mr. Khan loves of America / Mr. Khan’s speech at the Democratic  
National Convention.   5) an interview with Mr. Boyer on his open letter to Colin Kaepernick on protesting the national  
anthem and the divisive and angry atmosphere in the United States   6) Topics include: Trump administration’s public  
feud with a Gold Star family / “dropping of standards” by the Trump White House / criticism from prominent  
Republicans to the behaviors exhibited by members of the Trump White House / attempted display of unity between  
Senator Mitch McConnell and President Trump  
 
10/29/17 - Guests:  Senator Bob Corker (R-TN), Chairman, Senate Foreign Relations Committee (1); Senator Susan  
Collins (R-ME), Senate Intelligence Committee (2); Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ) (3); Julie Pace, Associated Press  
(AP) (4); David Nakamura, The Washington Post (4); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (4); Ben Domenech, The  



Federalist (4); Jon Batiste, bandleader, “The Late Show with Stephen Colbert” (5)   1) Topics include: Friday’s  
breaking news that Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into Russian attempts to influence the  
presidential election has resulted in at least one sealed indictment / advice for President Trump in anticipation of  
Monday’s announcement / sanctions passed against Russia; tax reform; North Korea / criticism against President  
Trump for getting in the way of diplomacy    2) Topics include: Friday’s breaking news related to Mr. Mueller’s  
investigation / Senate Intelligence Committee’s investigation / revelation that the Clinton campaign and the  
Democratic National Committee financed part of the creation of the Trump dossier; Senators Corker and Jeff Flake’s  
criticism of President Trump; proposed budget and tax reform   3) Topics include: Friday’s breaking news related to  
Mr. Mueller’s investigation / concerns over leaked information / President Trump’s questioning and criticism of Mr.  
Mueller’s investigation; President Trump’s moves to address the opioid epidemic; Trump administration’s response  
to the devastation in Puerto Rico following Hurricane Maria   4) Topics include: Friday’s breaking news related to Mr.  
Mueller’s investigation / President Trump’s questioning and criticism of Mr. Mueller’s investigation reaction;  
revelation that the Clinton campaign and the Democratic National Committee financed part of the creation of the  
Trump dossier; Senators Corker and Jeff Flake’s criticism of President Trump / attempted display of unity between  
some Republicans and the president; proposed budget and tax reform   5) an interview with Mr. Batiste about his  
reinterpretation of the “Battle Hymn of the Republic” 
 
60 MINUTES 
 
10/01/17 - “The Shooting” - an interview with House Majority Whip Steve Scalise (R-LA), his first since being shot  
last June at a Republican Congressional baseball team practice.  He recounts the extent of his injuries, his numerous  
(seven) surgeries, and his rehabilitation regimen.  Also includes interviews with: Rep. Brad Wenstrup (R-OH); Dr. Jack  
Sava, trauma team leader, Medstar Washington Hospital; comments by Meaghan Minzy, Scalise’s physical therapist;  
and Jennifer Scalise (Steve’s wife).  (C: Norah O’Donnell – P: Producers listed at the beginning of the segment: Keith  
Sharman, Jenna Gibson; Producers listed at the end of the segment: Keith Sharman, Erin Horan, Nichole Marks) 
“Vast” - a report on the Hubble Space Telescope, launched in 1989 and still sending back revealing images from  
galaxies across the universe.  Includes interviews with: Amber Straughn, NASA astrophysicist; Adam Reiss, Nobel  
prize winner for his work on Hubble; John Grunsfeld, astronaut who has repaired and upgraded Hubble several  
times; Heidi Hammel, astronomer.  (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Robert G. Anderson, Aaron Weisz, William Harwood) 
“The Young American” - an interview / profile of Christian Pulisic, the 19-year-old American pro soccer star.  For the  
past two years, he has played in Germany for the Dortmund professional soccer team.  Also includes interviews  
with: Bruce Arena, Team USA soccer coach; Mark and Kelley Pulisic, Christian’s parents.  (C: Sharyn Alfonsi - P: Guy  
Campanile, Andrew Bast)    60 MINUTES Moment: 2008 – “Wall Street’s Shadow Market” (OAD: 10/05/08) 
 
10/08/17 - “Storming Room 135" - a joint interview with four Las Vegas policemen who describe their actions as  
part of an ad-hoc SWAT team on October 1, shortly after mass murderer Stephen Paddock began firing into a  
country music festival crowd, from his room on the thirty-second floor of the Mandalay Bay hotel.  Interviewed:  
Detective Casey Clarkson; Sergeant Joshua Bitsko; Officer Dave Newton; Detective Matthew Donaldson.  Also  
includes an interview with Las Vegas Sheriff Joseph Lombardo. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Marc Lieberman, Oriana Zill de  
Granados, Michael Rey, Ali Rawaf)    “Secret Weapon” - a profile / interview of Brad Parscale, the digital director for  
the Trump campaign who strategically used Facebook to microtarget voters in key areas on key issues.  
Microtargeting is the practice of generating and customizing unique ads for every individual voter. He was aided by  
employees from the social media sites, like Facebook, Google, and Twitter, who were embedded in the  
headquarters to offer firsthand knowledge and training in how best to use their product.  Parscale denies  
microtargeting by race; the efficacy of psychographics, a controversial and manipulative practice of targeting based  
specifically on personality; colluding with the Russians, including the manufacture of fake news stories; creating  
twitter bots that promote pro-Trump tweets. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-On)    “The Restaurateur” – a profile  
of the pioneering restaurateur Danny Meyer, head of Union Square Hospitality Group, which includes the fine-dining  
establishment Union Square Cafe and the fast-casual chain Shake Shack. Meyer discusses fast-casual dining, which it  



ushered in part by his burger chain Shake Shack; the Union Square Cafe Group's commitment to hospitality; and the  
elimination of tipping at his restaurants. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Ruth Streeter, Kaylee Tully)  60 MINUTES  
Moment: 1968 – interview with presidential candidate Richard Nixon (OAD: 10/08/68) 
 
10/15/17 - "The Whistleblower" – a joint investigation with The Washington Post into how efforts by the DEA and  
DOJ to curb the opioid epidemic were undermined by Congress, lobbyists, and drug distribution companies; and an  
interview with Joe Rannazzisi, former deputy administration DEA turned whistleblower. As opioids continue to flood  
the black market, Rannazzisi extended his investigation from corrupt doctors and clinics to the drug distribution  
companies responsible for shipping the drugs from manufacturers to clinics and chain drug stores. He accused the  
distributors of ignoring requisite preventative measures such as halting suspicious and fraudulent orders; retaliation  
against the DEA after being fined; using influence to pressure DEA lawyers to ease sentencing. This all resulted in  
fewer prosecutions, as former DEA attorneys were promoted to high-ranking positions within the private drug  
industry companies.  In 2013, the drug industry lobbied Congress for legislation that ultimately stripped authority  
and agency away from the DEA in an act of diversion. The bill was written by Linden Barber, former DEA agent  
turned lobbyist, and introduced to Congress by Representative Tom Marino (R- PA) and Marsha Blackburn (R-TN)  
and passed with no objections. Includes interviews with: Joe Rannazzisi, former DEA deputy assistant administrator,  
Office of Diversion Control; Jim Geldoff, former DEA; Frank Younker, former DEA; Jonathan Novak, former DEA  
attorney; Matt Murphy, former DEA agent turned drug industry consultant. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Ira Rosen and Sam  
Hornblower) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT   "Redemption" - a profile /interview of Shon Hopwood, a convicted felon  
who became a Georgetown University Law Center professor. Sentenced prison for bank robbery in 1999 at age 23,  
Hopwood became a jailhouse lawyer and found success after a case he filed for a fellow inmate for appeal was  
heard by the Supreme Court. Includes interviews with: Seth Waxman, appellate lawyer and former US solicitor  
general; Andy Cockle and Trish Billotte, owners of Cockle Legal Printing; Professor Steven Goldblatt, faculty director  
of Supreme Court Institute, Georgetown Law; Ann Marie Metzner, Hopwood’s wife. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Maria  
Gavrilovic) 
 
10/22/17 - “Inside Al Qaeda” - an interview with FBI undercover operative “Tamer Elnoury” (a pseudonym), an  
American Muslim who works for the FBI’s National Security Covert Operations Unit.  He describes how he infiltrated  
the terrorist group, established a relationship with terrorist Chiheb Esseghaier, and thwarted potential attacks in  
New York and Toronto.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster)   “Pelican Bay” - a report on the current reform of  
solitary confinement practices at California's Pelican Bay State Prison.  Originally embraced as a means to counteract  
gang violence inside prisons, solitary confinement in small Security Housing Units, better known as “the Shu”, have  
since been proven to cause severe psychological damage. Includes interviews with: Aaron Franklin, Pelican Bay  
inmate; Danny Murillo, former Pelican Bay inmate; Troy Williams, former Pelican Bay inmate; Steve Czifra, former  
Pelican Bay inmate; Scott Kernan, California State Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation; Craig Haney,  
psychology professor UC Santa Cruz; Clyde Jackson, Pelican Bay inmate. Includes a brief excerpt of “Pelican Bay”,  
OAD: 09/12/93. (See also: "Pelican Bay", OAD: 09/12/93; "Pelican Bay", OAD: 01/15/95, which was an update on  
"Pelican Bay"; and “Maximum Security?” -Pts. I & II, OAD: 05/15/05) (C: Oprah Winfrey – P: Rome Hartman) 
“Corkscrewed” - a report on how billionaire Bill Koch tracked down the fraudsters responsible for the four bottles of  
counterfeit wine, supposedly owned by Thomas Jefferson, for which he paid $400,000.  Includes interviews with: Bill  
Koch, wine collector; Brad Goldstein, private investigator for Bill Koch; Jason Hernandez, investigator, U.S.  
Attorney’s Office; Gil Lempert Schwarz, wine consultant and dealer. Also includes footage of Rudy Kurniawan, a Los  
Angeles wine dealer convicted of wine counterfeiting.  (C: Sharyn Alfonsi - P: Sarah Koch)  UPDATE: “The  
Whistleblower” (OAD: 10/15/17)   60 MINUTES Moment: 1983 - “Genius” (OAD: 10/23/83) 
 
10/29/17 - “God of War” - a report on North Korea’s progress towards the development of an intercontinental  
ballistic missile (ICBM) capable of reaching the United States. Called Hwasong, which translates to Mars, it is armed  
with a thermonuclear warhead. This threat is being monitored by the National Air and Space Intelligence Center  
(NASIC) at Wright-Paterson Air Force Base near Dayton, Ohio. Includes interviews with: Colonel Sean Larkin, NASIC  



Commander; Jeremy Suel, NASIC; Hugh Griffiths, UN Security Council; Steve Hancock, Senior Intelligence Analyst,  
Missile and Space Intelligence Center; Marie (last name withheld), engineer; Scott McDonald, Senior Weapons  
Analyst, NASIC; Mark Clark, Director, Military and Space Intelligence Center; Tom Boyd, senior intelligence analyst,  
NASIC. (C: David Martin – P: Mary Walsh)  “The Blockade of Qatar” - an interview with Sheikh Tamim bin Hammad  
al Thani, the Emir of Qatar, who discusses his view of why, on June 5, his neighboring Arab nations in the Middle  
East -- Egypt, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Bahrain -- launched an economic and political blockade of  
his country.   Qatar is home to the most vial American air base in the region, and the home of Al Jazeera, the  
satellite news channel.  (C: Charlie Rose- P: Draggan Mihailovich)    “The Forger” - an interview / profile of ninety- 
two-year-old Adolfo Kaminsky who, as a Jewish teenager in Paris, joined the French Resistance to the Nazis.  His  
expertise in forging fake identity documents helped save the lives of as many as fourteen thousand Jewish men,  
women and children.  Also interviewed: Edith Mayer and Sarah Miller, who (as children) were saved by the  
resistance network; Suzy Schidlof, a co-worker with Kaminsky; Sarah Kaminsky, daughter of Adolfo Kaminsky.  (C:  
Anderson Cooper - P: Katherine Davis)  60 MINUTES Moment: 1984 - “The Great One” (OAD: 10/28/84) 
 
48 HOURS 
 
10/07/17 - 48 HOURS: “Moment of Truth” – an investigation into the death of Patrick Gilhuley, a retired NYPD  
officer and former bodyguard to stars Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt. Gilhuley died at the Mount Olive, NJ home of his  
on-again, off-again girlfriend, schoolteacher Virginia Vertetis. On the night of March 3, 2014, Gilhuley placed a series  
of frantic calls to his daughter; she heard shots, and within minutes of those calls, he was dead. When police arrived,  
Vertetis at first lied about an intruder, then said she shot Gilhuley in self-defense. What got Gilhuley and Vertetis to  
this point is at the center of this complicated case. She claimed he was going to kill her and she shot him in self- 
defense, but lied about an intruder in the house to police. The prosecution maintains Gilhuley was murdered  
because her life was falling apart and he was leaving her for another woman. A broken storm door takes center  
stage during the trial – she claimed the glass broke as Gilhuley slammed it shut. Forensic tests disprove this – bullets  
from the gun shattered the glass. One of his daughters testified that the murder weapon was Gilhuley’s police  
revolver that was last seen at his house in Staten Island. The prosecution believes Vertetis stole the gun from the  
house. Vertetis takes the stand to tell her side of the story. After seven hours of deliberation the verdict is guilty of  
first degree murder. On-screen text graphic: Virginia’s daughter and son did not attend the trial or sentencing. Her  
mother says Virginia did not want them to see her that way. Interviewed: Ed Bilinkas and Sara McArdle (defense  
attorneys); Jim Faulkner (third husband); Matt Troiano (prosecutor); Jim Molinaro (forensics expert); Jennifer  
Gilhuley (daughter); Patti Meudt, John Hoover, Gina Samara (jurors).  (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Sarah Prior, Lourdes  
Aguiar, Alicia Tejada) 
 
10/14/17 - 48 HOURS: “Operation Murder” – a report about two doctors, Valerie McDaniel and Leon Jacob,  
involved in a 2017 murder-for-hire plot to kill their ex-partners. Moataz Azzeh, a former U.S. Army soldier describes  
how he was hired to complete the plot during an elaborate sting operation the Houston Police Department used to  
arrest the couple. Dr. Valerie McDaniel and her ex-husband were in the midst of an ugly custody battle; Dr. Leon  
Jacob was facing felony charges for stalking an ex-girlfriend. Jacob sought out Moataz Azzeh to eliminate the  
problems. Azzeh initially took the job, but disappeared with Jacob’s money. Jacob turned to a local bail bondsman,  
who was looking for Azzeh himself, and he called the Houston Police. Azzeh eventually went on to help undercover 
 agents with the case, which included staging the deaths of the intended targets, McDaniel’s ex-husband Marion  
“Mack” McDaniel and Meghan Verikas. During the sting operation, which included the use of bodycam footage, the  
couple was arrested. Included are excerpts of the bodycam footage, and of a recorded diary McDaniel started after  
being released on bail. She took her own life sixteen days later. Leon Jacob has pleaded not guilty. He is in jail  
awaiting trial. On-screen text graphic: Valerie’s daughter inherited her estate and now lives with her father, Mack  
McDaniel. “Taz” Azzeh, the “Hit Man” accepted a plea deal in his theft case and is currently on probation. He hopes  
to become a Houston Police Officer. Interviewed: Leon Jacob; Moataz Azzeh (“Hit Man”); Cody Bernard (Valerie’s  
cousin); Greg Holloway (Valerie’s friend); Brittany King (Valerie’s co-worker); Samantha Knecht (Harris County  



Assistant District Attorney); Nathan Moss (Assistant District Attorney); Detective Javier (undercover Houston Police  
officer); George Parnham (Jacob’s defense attorney).  (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Susan Mallie, Judy Rybak, Ryan N.  
Smith, Claire St. Amant) 
 
10/21/17 - 48 HOURS: “Love, Hate and Obsession” (9:00 - 10:00p) – a updated rebroadcast – with a second  
epilogue - on the investigation into the 2011 murder of one-time millionaire Lanny Horowitz, who was shot nine 
 times while taking a shower in the bathroom of his upscale Jupiter, Florida home. Only three people were in the  
home at the time: Lanny Horowitz, his ex-wife Donna Horowitz, whom he had divorced twice, but had reconciled  
with, and his son, Radley, who also resided there. Both had strained relationships with Lanny. The investigation led  
investigators to the knowledge that theirs was a deeply troubled family. Both Radley, a former gun dealer, who also  
served a stint in prison, and his mother Donna, who was bothered by her ex-husband’s close relationship with  
female business partner Francine Tice, were considered suspects. Eventually, Donna was arrested and charged with  
first-degree murder. At the trial, the defense ultimately blamed her son, Radley. The jury made a quick decision:  
Donna was guilty. Radley Horowitz has mixed feelings about her defense, but forgives her. On-screen  text graphic:  
Lanny Horowitz had a $500,000 life insurance policy. He left $200,000 to Francine Tice. Radley sued Francine for her  
share of the insurance payout. Francine settled for $90,000. As part of the settlement, both have agreed never to  
speak badly about each other publicly. FIRST EPILOGUE: Two years after her conviction, Donna Horowitz won her  
appeal for a new trial. The appellate judges said the prosecutor had made a mistake in her closing arguments.  
However, the final decision as to whether or not Donna Horowitz gets a new trial now rests with the Florida  
Supreme Court. On-screen text graphic for the 12/13/14 original broadcast; the 06/28/14 rebroadcast; and the 
 updated 08/22/15 rebroadcast: Lanny Horowitz had a $500,000 life insurance policy. He left $200,000 to Francine  
Tice. Radley sued Francine for her share of the insurance payout. Francine settled for $90,000. As part of the  
settlement, Francine Tice and Radley Horowitz have agreed never to speak badly about each other publicly. SECOND  
EPILOGUE (10/21/17): four years after being found guilty, Donna Horowitz won the right to a new trial after an  
appellate court overturned her conviction and life sentence. After a four-day trial and an initial deadlock, the jury  
reached a verdict: guilty of second degree murder and lesser included charges, not the first degree murder  
conviction as in the initial trial. She was sentenced to 32 years in prison. Her son, Radley, now living outside the  
U.S., returned to see his mother sentenced again. Interviewed: Horowitz’ son, Radley Horowitz; his brother, Barry  
Horowitz, his sister Sheila Goldberg;; Jupiter, Florida Police Department detective Eric Frank; Assistant State  
Attorneys Aleathea McRoberts and Lauren Godden; CSI investigator Tracie McClendon; defense attorney Grey Tesh.   
(C: Peter Van Sant – Original Producers: Sara Ely Hulse, Michelle Feuer; Producer for the 10/21/17 Rebroadcast: Sara  
Ely Hulse) (OAD: 12/14/13; 1st Rebroadcast: 06/28/14; 2nd Rebroadcast: 08/22/15 – all as 48 HOURS: “Love, Hate & 
 Obsession”) 
 
10/21/17 - 48 HOURS: “Red Notice For Murder”  (10:00-11:00p) - a report on the international search conducted by  
Nadia Ford and private detective Herman Weisberg for Viktoria Nasyrova, a Russian woman suspected of the 2014  
murder of Ford’s mother, Alla Aleksenko, in her Russian hometown and of stealing her money and other valuables.  
Nasyrova was believed to be the last person to see her alive. When Aleksenko vanished, Ford went to Russia where 
she spent several months unraveling the mystery of what happened to her mother. Her investigation led to the  
discovery of a traffic cam video of Nasyrova driving with Alekseno’s body in the front seat of the rental car. Nasyrova  
fled the country when she found herself with a Red Notice on Interpol’s list of most wanted fugitives. Later, to  
Ford’s disbelief, she discovered Nasyrova was living in Brooklyn, NY, just blocks away from her own home. After the  
NYPD could not locate her, Ford enlisted former police officer and private detective Herman Weisberg to continue  
the search. He hit paydirt - discovering Nasyrova was continuing her life of crime with several other victims, from a  
man who met her on a dating site, to a woman with similar looks who believes she was out to kill her and steal her  
identity.  He closely examined her online life and was able to track the alleged killer down. Police arrested her. She  
remains in custody. On-screen text graphic: Viktoria Nasyrova has been in jail for 7 months. She will stand trial in  
New York for her alleged crimes. Russia will then formally request Viktoria Nasyrova be sent back to stand trial for  
the murder of Nadia’s mother. Interviewed:  Nadia Ford; Herman Weisberg; Ruben Borukohov (dry cleaner/victim);  



Olga Tsvyk (victim).  (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Chris O’Connell, Jonathan Leach) 
 
10/28/17 - 48 HOURS: “Storm of Suspicion” – a report on the investigation into the disappearance  of Crystal  
McDowell, a divorced mother of two, who disappeared in Baytown, Texas, just as Hurricane Harvey hit the Houston,  
Texas area in August 2017. As police and emergency first responders struggled to keep up with the damaging storm,  
a team of police investigators gathered to track McDowell’s disappearance. The historic flooding from the hurricane  
forced all available first responders into rescuing people, leaving it difficult to conduct a missing persons case.  
However, a dedicated team of police investigators gathered to track every clue left behind. The break in the case was  
the discovery of McDowell’s car, found in a flooded motel parking lot. Police interviewed family and friends. The  
investigation led to the discovery of fractured relationships and hidden family secrets. Because of the storm, much of  
the physical evidence was washed away in the flood, but authorities focused on the ex-husband, Steve McDowell,  
certain that he had killed Crystal. Ultimately, police got their man: Steve McDowell admitted he strangled his ex-wife  
and disposed of the body in a densely wooded area near his house. Without his co-operation and because of the  
storm, her body would never have been located. He was charged with murder. On-screen text graphic: Steven  
McDowell has not entered a plea. The couple’s young children are living out of state with a family friend who is in the  
process of obtaining full legal custody. Interviewed: Jeff Walters and Cindy Seratte (Crystal’s aunt and uncle); Brian  
Hawthorne (Chambers County Sheriff); Cheryl Lieck Chambers County District Attorney); Paul Hargrave (Crystal’s  
boyfriend); Krysta McDowell (Steve McDowell’s daughter); L.J. Adams (bail bondsman/Crystal’s friend). (C: Maureen  
Maher – P: Chris Young Ritzen, Susan Mallie, Lourdes Aguiar, Josh Yager, Marc B. Goldbaum) 
 
NOVEMBER 2017 
FACE THE NATION 
 
11/05/17 - Guests: Senator Mark Warner (D-VA), Vice Chairman, Senate Intelligence Committee (1); Representative  
Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) (2); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review (3) (5); Susan Page, USA Today (3) (5); Jamelle Bouie,  
Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (3) (5); Gerald Seib, The Wall Street Journal (3) (5); Major Garrett, CBS  
News Chief White House Correspondent (4); Michael Lewis, author, “The Undoing Project”, Vanity Fair (6); Pete Souza,  
former Chief White House photographer, Obama administration (7)  1) Topics include: investigation into Russian  
interference in the U.S. presidential election / Russian use of social media in order to influence the election / question  
of possible regulations placed on social media / Steele dossier / former DNC chairwoman Donna Brazile’s claim that  
the Democratic National Committee was biased towards Hillary Clinton  2) Topics include: the case for the Republican  
proposed tax reform plan; sexual harassment in Congress   3) Topics include: proposed tax bill coming out of the House  
of Representatives   4) a report from Tokyo, Japan on President Trump’s tour of Asia and his message for North Korea 
5) Topics include: President Trump’s tour of Asia / Ms. Page’s comments on the Trump voter panel and how they feel 
about the President / recent moves by Special Counsel Robert Mueller regarding his investigation / President Trump’s 
belief that the department of Justice should be investigating Hillary Clinton / President’s low approval rating; 
importance of the Virginia governor’s race / need for Democrats to stop debating the Clinton campaign / claims made 
in former DNC chairwoman Donna Brazile’s new book.   6) an interview with Mr. Lewis on his investigation into how 
the Trump administration has been staffing government agencies, specifically the Department of Agriculture, for 
Vanity Fair magazine.   7) an interview with Mr. Souza on photographing the Obama presidency and the photographs 
featured in his new book, “Obama: An Intimate Portrait”   
 
11/12/17 - Guests: Margaret Brennan, CBS News White House Correspondent (1); Senator Tim Scott (R-SC) (2);  
Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) (3); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (4); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (4); Ed O’Keefe,  
The Washington Post, CBS News Contributor (4); Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, Trump administration (5); John  
Dickerson, Moderator, FACE THE NATION (6)   1) a report from Hanoi, Vietnam on President Trump’s trip to Asia and  
his meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin while both were in Vietnam. 2) Topics include: Senator Scott’s  
position on Alabama Republican Senate candidate Roy Moore, who has been accused of sexual misconduct / potential  
impact on the Republican Party; effect of the tax reform bill on corporations and average Americans; issue of  



Confederate statues  3) Topics include: Senator Sanders’ tweets criticizing President Trump and his meetings overseas;  
Alabama Senate candidate Roy Moore; Positive results for Democrats on Election Day / opinion on how to reform the  
Democratic Party   4) Topics include: President Trump’s decision to believe Vladimir Putin’s denials of Russia’s  
meddling in the election over that of the evidence put forth by the U.S. intelligence community; President Trump’s  
trip to Asia / how the President’s “America First” agenda will contribute to the rise of China on the global stage;  
Alabama Senate candidate Roy Moore / this week’s election results in Virginia and New Jersey 5) Topics include:  
commitment to carrying out the sanctions against Russia for meddling in last year’s election; tax reform / corporate  
tax breaks / reaction to criticism from former Treasury Secretary Larry Summers / wages / keeping lobbyists out of  
the tax reform process  6) YouGov Nation Tracker topic: Mr. Dickerson’s discussion with Trump voters in Manchester,  
NH -- on the one-year anniversary of the President’s election -- on how he is measuring up to their expectations 
 
11/19/17 - Guests: Dean Reynolds, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Tom Cotton (R-AR) (2); Representative Jackie  
Speier (D-CA) (3); Mick Mulvaney, White House Budget Director (4); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post, CBS News  
Contributor (5); David French, National Review (5); Susan Page, USA Today (5); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (5) 
1) a report from Birmingham, AL on Alabama Republican Senate candidate Roy Moore, who has been accused of 
sexual misconduct  2) Topics include: the need to take allegations of sexual harassment and sexual assault seriously / 
Alabama Republican Senate candidate Roy Moore / allegations against President Trump / opinion that the decision 
rests with the people of Alabama; tax reform / Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) mandate; reaction to concerns 
expressed over the President’s ability to launch a nuclear strike  3) Topics include: Representative Speier’s legislation 
in the House of Representatives aimed at fighting sexual harassment in Congress / need to re-evaluate the current 
protocol for dealing with sexual harassment complaints / allegations against the current and former presidents / Ethics 
Committee investigation into the accusations against Democrat Senator Al Franken of Minnesota; criticism of the 
House of Representatives’ tax cut bill for no longer allowing the deductibility of state and local taxes   4) Topics include: 
President Trump’s desire to see the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) “taken apart” any way possible / lowering the 
corporate tax rate / impact of tax reform on the middle class / Senate rules in place to force budget discipline / Mr. 
Mulvaney’s support for the notion that corporate tax cuts will create more jobs and provide economic growth  5) 
Topics include: Alabama Republican Senate candidate Roy Moore / potential impact on Republicans should Mr. Moore 
win; reaction to accusations against Minnesota Senator Al Franken / re-evaluating the charges against former 
President Bill Clinton / sexual assault allegations against President Trump; tax reform bill’s movement through 
Congress / impact of tax reform on the middle class / corporate tax cuts; main concern for Trump supporters is that 
he succeeds  
 
11/26/17 - Guests: Susan Page, USA Today (1); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (1); Reihan  
Salam, National Review, National Review Institute (1); Ron Chernow, author, “Grant” (2); Nancy Koehn, author,  
“Forged in Crisis” (2); Robert Dallek, author, “Franklin D. Roosevelt: A Political Life” (2); Mark Updegrove, author, “The  
Last Republicans” (2); Walter Isaacson, author, “Leonardo da Vinci” (3)  1) Topics include: President Trump’s support  
for Alabama Republican Senate candidate Roy Moore, who is an accused child molester / what could happen in the  
Senate should Mr. Moore win / opposing Alabama Democratic Senate candidate Doug Jones; sexual harassment  
allegations against Democratic Senator Al Franken of Minnesota; Republican tax bill / ideological “awkward marriage”  
between the President’s views and those of traditional Republicans in crafting the tax bill; news items that deserve  
more attention   2) a book panel discussion on presidents and leadership in times of crisis, with Ms. Koehn and Misters  
Chernow, Dallek, and Updegrove  3) an interview with Mr. Isaacson on his new book on the life and work of  
Renaissance master Leonardo da Vinci 
 



60 MINUTES 
 
11/05/17 -  “46 Hours” - a report on Puerto Rico and the devastating aftermath of Hurricane Maria. The recovery  
effort comes slowly for this U.S. territory, which has been without power for 46 days, the longest blackout in American  
history. Includes interviews with: Ricard Rosello, Governor, Puerto Rico;  Hector Pesquera, retired FBI agent and native  
Puerto Rican, now one of three people running the recovery effort; Mayor of Utado (unidentified); Mike Byrne, FEMA;  
Todd Semonite, Lieutenant General, Army Corps of Engineers; Ricardo Ramos, Director, PREPA (Puerto Rican Electric  
Power Authority). (C: Steve Kroft – P: Michael Karzis, Graham Messick, Vanessa Fica, Jack Weingart)  "The Leaning  
Tower of San Francisco" - a report on The Millennium Tower, a luxury high-rise building in San Francisco constructed  
in 2009 and sinking steadily since. This has led to decreasing property values, lawsuits, and no explanation from the  
builders. Includes interviews with: Jerry and Pat Dodson, residents of Millennium Tower; Aaron Peskin, San Francisco  
Board of Supervisors;  Andrew Faulk and Frank Jernigan, former residents/home owners at Millennium Tower; Petar  
Marinkovic, engineer; Jerry Cauthen, engineer; Larry Karp, geotechnical engineer. (C: Jon Wertheim – P: Nathalie  
Sommer)   "Alma” - a profile of Alma Deutscher, a 12-year-old British music prodigy accomplished in the classical style  
who wrote her first opera at age ten. Includes interviews with: Guy and Janie Deutscher, Alma's parents; Robert  
Gjerdingen, professor of music at Northwestern University. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Robert G. Anderson, Aaron Weisz) 
60 MINUTES Moment: 1988 – “George Burns” (OAD: 11/06/88) 
 
11/12/17 - "Friendly Fire" - an interview with three former U.S. soldiers: Brandon Branch, Army Paramedic; Henry  
Montalbano, Sergeant, Green Beret; and Derrick Anderson, team commander, Green Beret -- who dispute a classified  
report that blames human error for the death of six others, including two Green Berets in Afghanistan. On June 9th,  
2014, an American B-1 bomber plane incapable of detecting soldier’s strobes killed its own forces after misidentifying  
them as Taliban. The surviving U.S. soldiers maintain that this faulty targeting system was responsible for the incident.  
Also includes interviews with: Woody Studenmund, father of Scott Studenmund, a Green Beret Staff Sergeant who  
was killed in the friendly fire attack; and Jeffrey Harrigian, former Air Force Major General. (C: Bill Whitaker – Producer  
listed at the beginning of Part I: Howard L. Rosenberg; Producers listed at the beginning of Part II: Howard L.  
Rosenberg, Julie Holstein) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT  "Aly Raisman" - an interview with Aly Raisman, Olympic Gold  
Medal gymnast who describes for the first time the sexual abuse suffered at the hands of Lawrence Nassar, a doctor  
for the US Women's National Team. Includes interviews with: Lynn and Rick Raisman, Aly's parents. Also includes an  
excerpt of an interview with Jessica Howard from "USA Gymnastics", OAD: 02/19/17. (See also: “USA Gymnastics”,  
OAD: 02/19/17) (C: Dr. Jon LaPook – P: Andy Court)    60 MINUTES Moment: 1994 - "Rolling Stones" (OAD: 11/13/94) 
 
11/19/17 - “Catastrophe” - a report on the imminent starvation of the people of Yemen, many of them children, due  
to a Saudi blockade that prevents food, fuel, and medical aid from reaching the ports. Includes interviews with: David  
Beasly, UN'S World Food Programme (WFP); Stephen Anderson, WFP; Nevio Zagaria, World Health Organization; Ali  
Shafick, Yemeni architect/refugee; Ameena Saleh, Yemeni refugee; Ayman Gharaibeh, UN.  (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole  
Young, Katie Kerbstat)   “Voyagers” – a report on the Voyager space probes, which continue beaming data 40 years  
after their launch and remain valuable sources of information. The probes also capture the sounds and sights of life  
on Earth on golden discs put together by Carl Sagan. Includes interviews with: Ed Stone, chief project scientist for  
Voyager, Jet Propulsion Lab, NASA; John Casani, project manager, Jet Propulsion Lab; Ann Druyan, creative director,  
Jet Propulsion Lab. (C:  Anderson Cooper – P: Andy Court)  “Rebuilding From The Wreckage” - A report on the  
professional soccer team from Chapeco, Brazil -- considered underdogs -- that is rebuilding and recovering after many  
of its players died in a plane crash last year. Includes interviews with: Matheus Saroli, son of Chapecoense coach who  
died in the plane crash; Jakson Follmann, Helio Neto, and Alan Ruschel, Chapocoense soccer players who survived the  
plane crash; Barbara Monteira, widow of Ananias, soccer player; Leticia Gabriel, widow of Danilo, soccer player;  
Girlene Domingues, widow of soccer player; Maninho, President of Chapecoense soccer club. (C: Jon Wertheim – P:  
Keith Sharman, Aarthi Rajaraman)  60 MINUTES Moment: 2008 - Andy Rooney Topic: “Christmas Before Thanksgiving”  
(OAD: 11/23/08)  
 



11/26/17 - "Feeding Puerto Rico" – an interview/profile of Jose Andres, an esteemed Spanish chef with restaurants  
in America, who has been feeding the people of Puerto Rico in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria. Andres also provides  
humanitarian efforts in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, where he spearheaded the effort to eliminate the use of coal-burning  
ovens. Includes interviews with: Jennifer Herrera, volunteer; Eliomar Santana, pastor in Naguabo. Includes footage  
from “Chef Jose Andres”, OAD: 05/02/10. (See also: “Chef Jose Andres, OAD: 05/02/10) (C: Anderson Cooper – P:  
Tanya Simon, Magalie Laguerre-Wilkinson)   "The Wounds of War" - a report on the doctors -- many of them American  
-- who are risking their lives to further save patients due to the hospital bombings in Syria. The bombings, a war crime,  
are directed by Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. Includes interviews with: Dr. Samer Attar, American orthopedic  
surgeon, Syrian American Medical Society; Basel Termanini, Vice President, Syrian American Medical Society; Dr.  
Abdurraham Ghanim; Dr. Farida and Dr. Abdulkhalek, eye surgeon; Dr. Tamer Ghanem surgeon; and Mohammad  
Kament, injured Syrian boy. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young, Katie Kerbstat)  "The Isle of Eigg" - a report on the small  
Scottish isle that is the first community-owned estate in the country's history.  Disgruntled with the previous lairds,  
private owners of the land with absolute power under Scotland's feudal landlord system, the townspeople of Eigg  
decided to buy the island and govern it themselves. Includes interviews with: Charlie Galli, taxi driver of Eigg; Maggie  
Fyffe, Eigg resident; Johnny Jobson, Eigg resident; Sarah Boden and Johnny Lynch, Scottish musician Eigg residents;  
Stu McCarthy and Gabe McVarish, micro-brewers of Eigg.  (C: Steve Kroft – P: Draggan Mihailovich, Laura Dodd)   
60 MINUTES Moment: 2008 - “Rex” (OAD: 11/23/08) 
 
48 HOURS 
 
11/04/17 - PREEMPTION 
 
11/11/17 - 48 HOURS: “Reality Kills” – a report on the 2013 shooting death of Will Carter Jr. and the potential impact  
a television show had on an Atlanta detective’s investigation into the case. The report raises questions into the  
investigative process when television cameras are around, and the flaws in a relationship that ended in the death of  
a young man who overcame addiction to become a success in the business world. In 2013, Victoria Rickman called  
911 to report she had repeatedly shot her boyfriend, Will Carter Jr., saying he raped her. Detective Summer Benton  
thought the case was going to be self-defense when she arrived on the scene with a camera crew for a true-crime  
series, “Inside Homicide”. She immediately thought something was not right. When contacted, Carter’s family  
maintained that it would never be self-defense. Several hours after the shooting, Victoria Rickman was arrested and  
charged with murder. Prosecutors maintained Rickman made up the rape to cover for shooting Carter. Amanda Clark  
Palmer, Rickman’s defense attorney, claimed Detective Benton made mistakes during the investigation and was guilty  
of a rush to judgement because she was being tailed by a TV crew. She cited several points Benton made on camera  
that were not true and that it was clearly domestic violence. Benton countered that the crew had no impact into her  
investigation and that the case was clearly murder; she believed the information on the television program would not  
affect the jury’s decision. The verdict: Rickman was guilty on every count. At the sentencing, she offered no apology.  
The sentence: life in prison without parole. On-screen text graphic: Will Carter’s daughter is being raised by the child’s  
mother. Victoria Rickman’s son is being raised by her ex-husband. Rickman’s lawyer has filed a motion for a new trial.  
Interviewed: Summer Benton (detective); Britni Morgan (Victoria’s friend); William Carter Sr. and Caro Carter (William  
Carter Jr.’s parents); Kevin Leonpacher (Atlanta Police detective); Andrew Scarr (Victoria’s friend); and Amanda Clark  
Palmer (defense attorney). (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Paul LaRosa and Elena DiFiore) 
 
11/18/17 - 48 HOURS: “Murder on the Cape” (9:00 – 10:00p) – an updated follow-up to “Secrets of the Heart” (OAD:  
04/10/02; rebroadcast on 08/05/02 with an update.) In January 2002, Christa Worthington, a former fashion writer,  
was found murdered in her Truro, Massachusetts home. The expanding list of potential suspects included her former  
boyfriend, Tim Arnold, who had discovered her body; and ex-lover Tony Jackett, a married father of five children,  
whose affair with Worthington produced a daughter named Ava. DNA evidence was found on Worthington’s body  
indicating sexual relations, but when the crime lab produced results a year after her murder, they did not match any  
of the potential suspects. With no match, District Attorney Michael O’Keefe widened the circle of his investigation  



and asked for DNA from every single man in Truro. Three and a half years after the murder, a match was found for  
the DNA located both inside and outside Worthington’s body. Christopher A. McCowen, Worthington’s garbage man,  
was arrested for her murder. McCowen denied knowing Worthington until he was presented with the DNA evidence  
against him. With that information, McCowen admitted to having had sexual relations with Worthington and that he  
had beat her, but he blamed her murder on his friend, Jeremy Frazier. However, Frazier’s DNA wasn’t found anywhere  
on Worthington’s body and he had an alibi. McCowen’s attorney, Bob George, believed that McCowen’s race, class,  
drug use, and low IQ made him an easy target and that McCowen and Worthington had been involved in a consensual  
sexual relationship. George believed that the police had bungled the investigation and that the case was based on the  
inability to imagine an actual relationship between the two. McCowen never testified. The jury found him guilty of  
first degree murder and sentenced him to life in prison without the possibility of parole. Attorney Bob George claims  
he has evidence of racial bias on the jury and has filed a motion for a new trial. Epilogue for the 11/18/17 Updated  
Rebroadcast: Soon after the conviction, the verdict was brought into question because of racial bias. The judge ruled  
against McCowen. In 2010 a judicial court agreed. McCowen has refused to give up. (C: Susan Spencer - P: Josh Yager,  
Martin Zied; Producers for the 11/18/17 updated rebroadcast: Josh Yager, Patti Aronofsky, Linda Martin) (OAD:  
03/06/07; 1st Rebroadcast: 09/22/07 – both as 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Murder on the Cape”) 
 
11/18/17 - 48 HOURS: “Taken Away” (10:00-11:00p) – a report on the 2016 disappearance and death of 27-year-old  
Jessie Bardwell, who vanished from the Texas home she shared with her boyfriend Jason Lowe. Jessie Bardwell lived  
in Alabama where she met Jason Lowe and fell in love. To the surprise of her family, she picked up and moved to  
Texas. It turned out she was following Lowe, who had gotten a job there. Eventually, she uncharacteristically lost  
touch with them. The family had a bad feeling, believing Lowe was a fault. Suddenly, she disappeared. Her father filed  
a missing persons report, as did Lowe. After many days, everyone was desperate, except for Lowe. Detectives  
suspected him, but he stuck to his story, claiming she just drove off. In time, Lowe was arrested on drug charges and  
charged with murder, even without a body.  Investigators searched the fields of a ranch in Richardson, Texas, which  
led to the discovery of a body found under a sheet, covered with debris. They would not tell the Bardwell family what  
led them to that place. Police were confident Bardwell was responsible, but it took seven days to identify the body.  
Lowe later claimed Bardwell’s death was an accident. His attorney put together a mock trial to test the defense theory.  
The result -- Lowe was innocent. Prosecutors maintain it was murder and Lowe tried to hide the body. At the trial,  
prosecutors were confident they would be able to convict Lowe. On the stand, he claimed it was all an accident. It is  
ultimately revealed that it was Jason Lowe who told police where to find the body and had cut a deal. If convicted,  
the most he would serve would be half of a 99-year sentence. The jury’s verdict: guilty of murder as charged. He is  
sentenced to the negotiated deal. On-screen text graphic: Jason Lowe is appealing his murder conviction. He will be  
eligible for parole in May of 2041. He will be fifty-two years old. Gary Bardwell has set up a scholarship to help students  
achieve their dreams in Jessie’s name. Interviewed: Gary Bardwell, Brandon Bardwell, Kitty Bardwell (father, brother  
and grandmother); Kimberly Asbury, Terri Ellis (Jessie’s friends); Chiron Hale and Eric Willardsen (detectives); Regina  
and Tommy Jordan (friends of the couple); Andy Farkas (defense attorney); Wes Wynne, Cynthina Walker  
(prosecutors); and Jason Lowe. (C: Maureen Maher – P: Liza Finley) 
 
11/25/17 - 48 HOURS: “A Brother’s Mission” – a report on the 2007 death of Karl Hoerig, a decorated military pilot  
from Ohio and his brother’s mission to track down and bring to justice the accused killer -- Claudia Sobral Hoerig,  
Karl’s second wife. Karl was found shot dead in his Ohio home after failing to show up for reserve duty. His family and  
friends immediately suspected Claudia, who had also vanished. Karl and Claudia’s joint back accounts had been  
emptied and she had returned to her home country of Brazil. One month later, Claudia Sobral was charged in absentia  
with aggravated murder. However, Brazilian law prevents Brazilian citizen from being extradited.  One of the many  
questions being raised in this ground-breaking judicial case, is that since Claudia was also an American citizen and had  
renounced her Brazilian citizenship, is she still protected from extradition under Brazilian law? She fought back,  
winning many rulings. But in 2016, the Brazilian Supreme Court ruled against her and she is now in prison. Paul Hoerig  
traveled to Brazil to press U.S. authorities and Brazil to expedite the matter. Three weeks after he got home, the  
Supreme Court of Brazil officially closed the case: Claudia can be extradited. The last step: the Brazilian President has  



to issue the order to put Claudia on a plane. For the first time in a decade, the family feels hopeful that Claudia will be  
returned to the United States to stand trial. On-screen text graphic: There is no timetable for the President of Brazil  
to rule on Claudia Sobral’s extradition. Claudia Sobral will remain in jail until she is extradited, or tried for Karl Hoerig’s  
murder in Brazil. Interviewed: Ed Hoerig, Paul Hoerig ,Eva Snowden (Karl’s father, brother and daughter); Rhonda  
Sharpe (Karl’s first wife); Gary Dodge, Chris Swegan, Casey Keibler (Karl’s friends); Richard Sliter (gun instructor);  
Dennis Watkins (Trumbell County prosecuting attorney); Rep. John Boccieri (D-OH); Rep. Tim Ryan (D-OH); Daniel  
Majzoug (Brazilian attorney); Deuselita Pereira Martins (Prison Warden - through translator); Renata Varandas  
(Brazilian journalist); and Mark Pannell (U.S. Embassy spokesman). (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Alec Sirken, Judy Rybak, Lisa  
Freed, Josh Yager) 
 
DECEMBER 2017 
 

FACE THE NATION 
 
12/03/17 - Guests: Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Senate Majority Leader (1); senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), 
Senate Judiciary Committee (2); Senator Angus King (I-ME), Senate Intelligence Committee (3); Mick Mulvaney, 
White House Budget Director, Trump administration (4); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review (5); Ron Brownstein, 
The Atlantic, CNN Senior Political Analyst (5); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (5); Julie Pace, Associated Press (AP) (5)  1) Topics 
include: details of the tax bill passed by the Senate / impact on middle class and lower income tax payers / reaction 
to complaints from Democrats about “the process” / inclusion of the repeal of the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”)  
mandate in the Senate bill / criticism of Democrats for their “different view of what America ought to look like”;  
Alabama Republican Senate candidate Roy Moore / Senate Ethics Committee   2) Topics include: Alabama Republican  
Senate candidate Roy Moore / possible Senate Ethics Committee investigation; President Trump’s tweet this morning,  
claiming that the FBI’s reputation is in tatters / the Logan Act / question of obstruction involving President Trump’s  
firing of James Comey as FBI Director / Russian interference in the presidential election / reactions to the Russian  
meddling from the outgoing Obama administration and the incoming Trump administration / thoughts on collusion;  
Trump administration’s policy towards North Korea / Secretary of State Rex Tillerson’s job security    3) Topics include:  
Senator King’s criticism for the way this tax bill was handled by the Republican majority / details of the 477 page bill /  
long-term impact of the tax bill; possible government shutdown; plea deal made by former National Security Advisor  
Michael Flynn with Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation / focus of the Senate Intelligence Committee’s  
investigation; possible pre-emptive strike against North Korea    4) Topics include: corporate tax rate / impact of the  
new tax plan on ordinary Americans, small businesses, and middle class families / carried interest loophole; Senate  
rules for passing a bill; possible government shutdown   5) Topics include: political risks associated with this tax bill /  
impact of removing the individual mandate / Republican priorities / Trump administration’s continuing sabotage of  
the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) / economic and cultural impact of the tax bill; former National Security Advisor  
Michael Flynn / Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation 

 
12/10/17 - Guests: Seth Doane, CBS News Correspondent (1); Nikki Haley, U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations  
(2); Senator Susan Collins (R-ME), Senate Intelligence Committee (3); Senator Richard Durbin (D-IL), Democratic  
Whip (4); Kori Schake, Hoover Institution, author, “Safe Passage: The Transition from British to American  
Hegemony” (5); Michael O’Hanlon, Brookings Institution (5); Margaret Brennan, CBS News White House  
Correspondent (6); Molly Ball Time magazine (6); Lanhee Chenn, Hoover Institution (6); Ed O’Keefe,   The  
Washington Post (6)    1) a report on the reaction to President Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of  
Israel  2) Topics include: President Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel and the decision to move  
the embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem / reaction to the criticism surrounding the President’s decision; threat posed  
by North Korea; praise for the women who have come forward to tell their stories of sexual assault and harassment  
/ women who have accused President Trump   3) Topics include: RNC’s resumed support of Alabama Republican  
Senate candidate Roy Moore / Senator Collins’ criticism of Mr. Moore / bipartisan group of Senators who are trying  
to review current Capitol Hill procedures for dealing with allegations of sexual misconduct / question of Senate  



procedures should Mr. Moore be elected; Senator Collins’ concerns about the tax cut bill / details of agreements  
secured by Senator Collins in order to gain her support for the tax bill    4) Topics include: possible Senate scrutiny  
should Roy Moore be elected; Senator Al Franken’s announced resignation from the Senate due to allegations of  
sexual misconduct / reaction to political critique of the Democratic Party’s pressure on Mr. Franken to resign; Senate  
tax bill / resolving the DACA and Dreamer issue / possible government shutdown; Senator Durbin’s confidence in  
Special Counsel Robert Mueller, in light of questions being raised over some of the people working for him 
5) Topics include: analysis of President Trump’s decision on Jerusalem; situation with North Korea / parallels to 2003  
and the Bush administration’s lead up to the Iraq war / potential impact of a war with North Korea; defense budget 
6) Topics include: analysis of President Trump’s decision on Jerusalem; Alabama Senate race / RNC’s decision to 
resume supporting Roy Moore / divisions within the Republican Party / role of Steve Bannon in politics / Mitt Romney’s 
role in the Republican Party; Al Franken’s resignation from the Senate; tax cut bill 
 
12/17/17 - Guests: Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, Trump administration (1); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) (2);  
Senator James Lankford (R-OK), Senate Intelligence Committee (3); Richard Rubin, The Wall Street Journal (4); Ben  
Domenech, The Federalist (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (5); Jamelle  
Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (5)    1) Topics include: Republican tax plan / impact of the tax plan  
on the corporate tax rate, the middle class, and working families / Secretary Mnuchin’s prediction that wages will go  
up / Republican response to criticism of the tax plan / large number of lobbyists working on tax-related issues /  
carried interest loophole    2) Topics include: Senator Sanders’ criticism of the Republican tax bill / negative impact  
of the tax bill on the middle class and working families / permanent tax breaks for corporations; “job” of Democrats  
to pay attention to the needs of working families / possibility of raising the corporate tax rate should Democrats  
take control of the Senate; what the Republican pledge of entitlement reform really means / what Democrat leaders  
should fight for    3) Topics include: reasons behind Senator Lankford’s support for the Republican tax cut bill, even  
though independent analysis shows that it will add a trillion or more dollars to the debt; belief that Russia  
“engaged” in the past election / his work on a bipartisan bill to deal with election security / discovery that an  
investigator on Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s team expressed strong opinions against then-candidate Donald  
Trump    4) Topics include: “winners and losers” of the Republican tax bill / evolution of the Republican tax bill /  
Florida Republican Senator Marco Rubio’s fight for the child tax credit / reasons behind Tennessee Republican  
Senator Bob Corker’s decision to support the bill / role of lobbyists    5) Topics include: Republican tax bill / possible  
political benefits of this tax bill for Democrats and Republicans / 2018 midterm elections / Democrats Doug Jones’  
win in Alabama over Republican Roy Moore 
 
12/24/17 - Guests: Margaret Brennan, CBS News White House Correspondent, CBS News Senior Foreign Affairs  
Correspondent (1); Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent (1); Ed O’Keefe, CBS News  
Contributor, The Washington Post (1); David Martin, CBS News National Security Correspondent (1); Jeff Pegues, CBS  
News Justice & Homeland Security Correspondent (1); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (2); Karen Tumulty, The  
Washington Post (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (2); Daniel Pink, author, “When: The Scientific  
Secrets of Perfect Timing” (3)    1) Annual CBS News Correspondent roundtable – topics include: Ms. Brennan’s  
interview with Vice President Mike Pence, conducted during last week’s surprise trip to Afghanistan / how President  
Trump’s decision on Jerusalem necessitated that part of Mr. Pence’s trip to the region be cancelled; assessment of  
the political year in Washington, DC; ISIS (ISIL/Daesh); investigations into Russia’s meddling in the election and  
questions of possible Trump campaign collusion with Russia; management changes at the Trump White House /  
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and his position on Ukraine / North Korea; state of homeland security and the risk of  
domestic terrorism; House Speaker Paul Ryan and Senator Mitch McConnell’s relationship with President Trump;  
underreported stories of 2017 / predictions for 2018    2) Topics include: current political landscape at the end of  
2017 for next year’s midterm elections / President Trump’s historically low approval rating / situation for Democrats  
and Republicans in both the Senate and the House of Representatives / possibility of Democrats gaining control of  
either the House of Representatives or the Senate / enthusiasm factor for Democrats / inter-party Republican  
fighting / question of whether or not candidates will embrace President Trump’s desire to campaign for them /  



policy issues, such as entitlement reform, that could play a negative factor in an election year    3) a discussion with  
Mr. Pink on his new book, out in January 2018, on the scientific secrets of perfect timing 
 
12/31/17 - Guests: Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) (1); Representative Debbie Dingell (D-MI) (2); Representative Joe  
Crowley (D-NY) (2); Representative Will Hurd (R-TX) (2); Representative Mark Meadows (R-NC) (2); David Nakamura,  
The Washington Post (3); Julie Pace, Associated Press (AP) (3); Rachael Bade, Politico (3); Ed O’Keefe, The  
Washington Post (3); J.D. Vance, author, “Hillbilly Elegy” (4)    Guest Moderator: Major Garrett, CBS News Chief  
White House Correspondent   1) Topics include: demonstrations in Iran / advice for President Trump on how he  
should react to the situation in Iran; North Korea; evolution of Senator Graham’s relationship with the President;  
health care; update on Arizona Senator John McCain’s health; Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA); Special  
Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into Russia’s interference in the election / the Senator’s request for a special  
counsel to look into the dossier matter    2) Topics include: panel members’ opinions on the most important agenda  
items for Congress in 2018 / Republican and Democratic views on putting together a budget; thoughts on the  
recently passed Republican tax cut bill; DACA / border security    3) Topics include: President Trump’s reaction to  
Special Counsel Robert Mueller and the Russia investigation / attacks from the Republican Party and the President’s  
allies, attempting to discredit the investigation and the FBI / divisions within the Republican Party; DACA / border  
wall; 2018 Congressional agenda; sense of Donald Trump’s political clout as he enters 2018 / possible “revamping”  
of the White House’s political operation    4) an interview with Mr. Vance, author of “Hillbilly Elegy”, on his book,  
President Trump’s relationship with rural America, and the need to create more entrepreneurship and investment in  
traditionally overlooked regions 
 
60 MINUTES 
 
12/03/17 - “Fifty Years of 60 MINUTES” – a celebration of 50 years of 60 MINUTES reliving the big moments, famous  
people and intriguing places. The hour-long commemorative broadcast features insights from Executive Producer  
Jeff Fager, 60 MINUTES correspondents, and behind-the-scenes archival footage. (Producers: David Browning,  
Warren Lustig, Michelle St. John) 
 
12/10/17 - “Governor Brown” - a profile of Jerry Brown, California's 34th and 39th Democratic governor who will  
retire this year. The former Jesuit Seminarian and three time presidential hopeful talks about his dedication to  
fighting climate change; President Trump; and economic growth and success of his state. Includes interviews with:  
Anne Gust, wife of Jerry Brown. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Marc Lieberman, Ali Rawaf)    “The Challenger” - a profile /  
interview with Alexey Navalny, the Russian anti-corruption activist who will challenge Vladimir Putin in the next  
presidential race. A former lawyer, Navalny has been banned from the Kremlin-controlled Russian TV and has faced  
arrest, false legal allegations, and threats of violence as his popularity grows. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: E. Alexandra  
Poolos)   “Donald Sutherland” - an interview with Donald Sutherland, the 82-year-old actor who has yet to be  
nominated for an Academy Award. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine)  60 MINUTES  
Moment: 1986 - “Oprah” (OAD: 12/14/86) 
 
12/17/17 - “Too Big To Prosecute” – A joint investigation with The Washington Post into the DEA’s case against the  
country’s largest drug distributor, McKesson, that fueled the opioid epidemic. McKesson failed to monitor suspicious  
orders and knowingly supplied doctors and pharmacies that were fronts for drug rings, ultimately fueling drug abuse  
in America. Intimidated by the corporation, the DEA’s own attorneys did not want to pursue the case.  McKesson  
was finally fined and is now subject to independent monitoring, a sentencing deemed lenient by many. Includes  
interviews with: David Schiller, former DEA assistant special agent; Helen Kaupang, former DEA agent; Joe  
Rannazzisi, former DEA agent turned whistleblower; Maggie Hassan (Senator, D-NH). (See also: "The  
Whistleblower", OAD: 10/15/17)  (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Ira Rosen, Sam Hornblower)  “An American Terrorist” - a  
profile / interview with Christian Picciolini, a former white supremacist now helping others reform their racist ways.  
Includes Interviews with: Johnny Holmes, security guard at Picciolini’s high school; Oren Segal, director of Center on  



Extremism, Anti-Defamation League; Dean Chabot, former white supremacist counselled by Picciolini. (C: Scott  
Pelley – P: Michael Radutzky)   “Airlift” - a report on the practice of airlifting black rhinos — transporting them by  
helicopter from place to place — to repopulate their species. Includes interviews with: Jacques Flammand,  
veterinarian and founder of Black Rhino Range Expansion Project; Dave Cooper, veterinarian, KwaZulu Natal Parks;  
Tosh Ross, helicopter pilot; Vusi Ntshangase, member of Flammand's airlift team. (C: Lara Logan – P: Henry Schuster,  
Rachael Morehouse)   60 MINUTES Moment: 1981 – “The First Lady” (OAD: 12/20/81) 
 
12/24/17 - “Delivered From Evil” – a report on the two clergymen—Father Columba and Father Najeeb Michaael— 
who are saving historic sacred and secular texts from the destruction of ISIS in war torn Iraq. Includes interviews  
with: Father Columba, Benedictine Monk and library director at St. John’s Abbey and University; Father Najeeb  
Michaael, Dominican Friar from Iraq. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Richard Bonin, Ayesha Siddiqi)   “Japan’s Babe Ruth” - an  
interview / profile of Shohei Ohtani, the best baseball player in Japan, who, at age 22, is both an all-star quality  
pitcher and hitter. Also includes comments by: Hideki Kuriyama, manager, Hokkaido Nippon Ham Fighters; John  
Gibson, reporter on Japanese baseball; Brandon Laird and Luis Mendoza, teammates of Ohtani; and Dave DeFreitas,  
independent baseball scout. (C: Jon Wertheim - P: Nathalie Sommer) (OAD: 04/09/17)   “Whisky Island” – a report  
on the small island of Islay, in the Hebrides Islands off the coast of Scotland, where eight small distilleries produce  
some of the world's premium single-malt scotch whiskies. Includes interviews with: Jim McEwan, master distiller at  
Bruichladdich distillery; John Campbell, master distiller at Laphroaig distillery; and Ailsa Hayes, chemist at Laphroaig.   
(C: Bob Simon, Steve Kroft - P: Harry A. Radliffe II, Vanessa Fica, Terry Manning) (OAD: 05/03/15)   60 MINUTES  
Moment: 2007 – Andy Rooney’s “A Look At Christmases Past” (OAD: 12/24/00; Rebroadcast: 12/23/07) 
 
12/31/17 - PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Making A Difference”   60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Making A  
Difference”   “Make-A-Wish” – a report on a local chapter of the “Make-A-Wish” Foundation, a non-profit  
organization established to grant wishes to children around the world who are living with life-threatening illnesses.  
The volunteers at the local chapter in northeast Arkansas collect as many donations as possible one day a year to  
fund the wishes. Kaden Erickson was battling leukemia and had his wish of visiting Australia with his family granted,  
but died a month ago. Gavin Grubbs suffers from debilitating muscular dystrophy and had his wish granted five  
years ago to attend the Daytona 500 and meet race car driver Joey Logano, and the two are still close. Includes  
interviews with: Christie Matthews and Danna Johnson, “Make-A-Wish” volunteers; Kendra Street, “Make-A-Wish”  
volunteer, former recipient, and a teacher at Marmaduke Elementary School; Kaden Erickson (now deceased) and  
Gavin Grubbs, “Make-A-Wish” recipients from Arkansas chapter; Joey Logano, NASCAR driver; and Jeanne Erickson,  
Kaden’s mother. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Robert G. Anderson, Magalie Laguerre-Wilkinson, Aaron Weisz) (OAD:  
10/18/15; 1st rebroadcast: 01/24/16 on 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Making A Difference”; 2nd rebroadcast: 03/27/16;  
3rd rebroadcast: 07/24/16)   “The Health Wagon” – a report on nurse practitioners who are providing healthcare to  
the uninsured working poor in Appalachia, specifically six counties in southwestern Virginia. These patients are  
unable to pay for the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare), but are overqualified for Medicaid. The Health Wagon,  
which runs mostly on federal grants and corporate and private donations, is their only viable option.   Includes  
interviews with nurse practitioners aboard the Health Wagon: Teresa Gardner and Paula Meade; Dr. Joe Smiddy, a  
lung specialist and the Health Wagon’s volunteer medical director; and patients Glenda Moore (who died 3 months  
after the interview), Sissy Cantrell, Brittany Phipps and Walter Laney. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster, Rachael  
Kun Morehouse) (OAD: 04/06/14; 1st rebroadcast: 08/17/14 - includes an update; 2nd rebroadcast: 01/24/16 on 60  
MINUTES PRESENTS: “Making A Difference” - includes an update; 3rd rebroadcast: 03/27/16)   “Chess Country” - a  
report about the positive impact of a chess program introduced to school children in rural Franklin County,  
Mississippi. Includes an interview with Dr. Jeff Bulington, chess teacher; and comments by students Braden Ferrell,  
Donovan Moore, Benson Schexnaydre, Parker Wilkinson, Rebekah Griffin, Austen Johnson; and comments by Bobby  
Poole, a part-time preacher and full-time assistant chess coach; and parents Mitch Ham and Jennifer Rutland. (C:  
Sharyn Alfonsi - P: Draggan Mihailovich, Laura Dodd) (OAD: 03/26/17; 1st rebroadcast: 06/18/17) 
 



48 HOURS  
 
12/02/17 - 48 HOURS: “The Psychiatrist and the Selfie” – an updated rebroadcast on the case against Jacob Nolan,  
who claims his cousin and psychiatrist, Dr. Pamela Buchbinder, brainwashed him into attempting to kill her former  
lover, fellow psychiatrist Dr. Michael Weiss, during the time the unmarried couple was going through a custody  
battle for their son. On November 12, 2012, Nolan attacked Dr. Weiss in his office with a sledgehammer and a knife.  
Weiss fought back. After the struggle, while covered in blood, Nolan snapped a selfie. He was arrested and charged  
with attempted murder. At the time of the attack, Nolan was living with Buchbinder, who was also treating him for  
depression, anxiety, and bipolar disorder. Dr. Buchbinder was also going through a nasty custody battle with Dr.  
Weiss. Today, Jacob Nolan says that Dr. Buchbinder manipulated and brainwashed him to hate Dr. Weiss and that  
hatred turned into their plan to kill Dr. Weiss. After the attack, Nolan was in a manic state and taken to the ER. Dr.  
Buchbinder went to the hospital, but was not allowed to see him. Although there is evidence of Dr. Buchbinder  
purchasing the sledgehammer, she has not been charged with any crime. Nolan was freed on bail and went to live  
with his parents in Miami. Dr. Weiss was granted custody of his son. Today Nolan seems rational and insists he was  
not in control of himself at the time of the incident, and even tried to commit suicide in 2015. In March 2016, the  
trial began. The prosecution insisted Nolan could have rationalized his thoughts and backed out at any time. The  
defense argued diminished capacity: Dr. Buchbinder had replaced Nolan’s free will with a cult-like mentality. The  
verdict: guilty. Nolan was sentenced to nine and a half years in prison. He says he is genuinely remorseful for what  
happened and still says Dr. Buchbinder needs to take responsibility too. Dr. Weiss is raising his son alone, and his  
attorney says he still lives in fear. 12/02/17 UPDATE: Five years after the attack on Michael Weiss, the law caught up  
with Dr. Pamela Buchbinder. She was arrested and charged with second-degree attempted murder and first-degree  
attempted assault. The Manhattan D.A. says she was the mastermind behind the plot. She has hired two top New  
York defense attorneys. After the judge heard arguments, he refused to grant bail. A trial date is expected in early  
2018. The star witness: Jake Nolan. Original On-screen text graphic: The New York City Police Department says the  
investigation into the attack on Doctor Michael Weiss is “ongoing”. But a spokesperson would not say whether  
Doctor Pamela Bookbinder is a suspect. On-screen text graphic for the 12/02/17 updated rebroadcast: Pamela  
Buchbinder’s attorneys are still trying to get her out on bail from Riker’s Island. Interviewed: Jacob Nolan; Debbie  
and Jim Nolan (parents); Charlie Haines (former police officer); Dr. Sasha Barded (psychiatrist); Rebecca Rosenberg  
(reporter, NY Post); Roland Acevedo (Weiss’ attorney); Steven Brounstein, Robert Stavis, Allison Stavis (defense  
attorneys); Yale Shih (alternate juror). Additional interviews for the 12/02/17 updated rebroadcast: Roland Fischetti  
and Eric Franz (defense attorneys); Joel Seidemann (prosecutor). (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Clare Friedland, Susan  
Mallie, Chris Young Ritzen, Tamara Weitzman; Producers for the 12/02/17 updated rebroadcast: Chris Young Ritzen,  
Susan Mallie, Clare Friedland, Tamara Weitzman) (OAD: 12/03/16) 
 
12/09/17 - 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Guilty Until Proven Innocent” – an updated rebroadcast about the cases against  
Darryl Pinkins and Roosevelt Glenn: two Indiana men, a 1989 gang rape, and the DNA evidence at the time that did  
not tie either man to the crime. Yet, both were convicted, spending years in prison before new DNA technology  
changed their fates. Pinkins and Glenn vowed they were innocent. Prosecutors had evidence and a victim who said  
she could identify one of the five alleged attackers. At trial, prosecutors also argued that DNA testing was new and  
unreliable -- both were convicted. Their cases drew the attention of Indiana law professor Fran Watson who, along  
with her students, continued to search for clues over a fifteen year period. Everything changed for them when a  
new technology called TrueAllele came along, which could separate the genetic mixture in DNA evidence. This new  
technology has the potential to change the outcome in thousands of cases nationwide. Glenn had been released  
from prison after 17 years for good behavior, and Pinkins was released after 26 years when prosecutors overturned  
their convictions. EPILOGE: Early in 2017, Roosevelt Glenn’s convictions was finally overturned. His name has been  
expunged from the federal sex offender registry. One year after being freed from prison, Pinkins is still adjusting to  
the 21st century. After months of job hunting, Mayor Kearen Wilson came to the rescue: hiring Pinkins as a  
maintenance worker for the city of Gary. Original on-screen text graphic: Just this week Roosevelt Glenn’s conviction  
was officially overturned. He will now move to have his name expunged from the Federal Sex Offenders Registry.  



Darryl Pinkins is living with his nephew and is looking for a job. On-screen text graphic for the 12/09/17 updated  
rebroadcast: On July 28, 2017 – six months after finally seeing her son Roosevelt exonerated, Sally Glenn passed  
away, just shy of her 90th birthday. Pinkins and Glenn will be filing a civil rights lawsuit that will include the state  
crime lab and Detective Solan. Interviewed:  Roosevelt Glenn and Darryl Pinkins; Glenn family members: Sally Glenn,  
Darniese Glenn, Renitta Stout; Pinkins family members: Mildred Pinkins, Dameon Pinkins, Tracy Pinkins; Mike Solan  
(retired Detective Lieutenant, Hammond, Indiana); Fran Watson (Indiana University Law Professor); Law students  
Max, Brenda, and Polly (no last names); Joe Curosh (former Lake County prosecutor); Greg Hampikian (DNA expert);  
Karen Freeman-Wilson (former public defender/current Mayor, Gary, Indiana); Dr. Mark Perlin (DNA  
expert/inventor of TrueAllele); Bernard Carter (Lake County Prosecutor) (C: Maureen Maher - P: Judy Rybak)  (OAD:  
02/04/17 as 48 HOURS: “Guilty Until Proven Innocent”) 
 
12/16/17 - 48 HOURS: “The DNA of a Killer” – a report on the 1996 death of Angie Dodge; the unusual  
circumstances in which Michael Usry, Jr., a filmmaker and producer of a short film about a brutal death, became a  
suspect in the case; and the approach police took to try to find a DNA match through a public database that had  
been bought by Ancestry.com. In 1996, Idaho Falls teenager Angie Dodge was brutally murdered. The killer left  
behind semen which police tested against the DNA of men she knew, including Christopher Tapp. His DNA did not  
match, but after 28 hours of interrogation over 23 days, Tapp confessed to being there when she was killed, and  
stated that one of the participants was a man named Mike. Christopher Tapp was convicted of killing Dodge, but the  
case remained open because Tapp’s DNA did not match the man whose semen was left at the crime scene. In 2014,  
police searched a public database that had been bought by Ancestry.com, hoping to find a match through familial  
searching. The search resulted in a partial match. Police got Ancestry.com to reveal the name of the anonymous  
man behind the sample - Michael Usry, Sr. - which ultimately led to his son, Michael Usry, Jr. Despite the close DNA  
match and the matching first name, Usry Jr. had nothing to do with the death and was officially cleared. His story  
raised serious questions about what happens when police use publicly available DNA databases to solve cases -- and  
what happens when an innocent man is tagged as a suspect. Michael Usry decided to make a documentary and was  
joined by Angie’s mother, Carol Dodge, who had an agenda of her own: to find the killer. Their search has led them  
to believe that Christopher Tapp was innocent. Their combined efforts led to a review of the case and Tapp being  
able to accept a plea deal, which led to his release from prison after twenty years.  Original on-screen text graphic:  
Carol Dodge met with detectives this week and continues to push them to find her daughter’s killer. Chris Tapp says  
he has many job offers since his release last month and is happy to be weighing his options. On-screen text graphic  
for the 12/16/17 rebroadcast: Shortly after being released, Chris Tapp was married. After a fight with his wife, he  
was arrested and charged with misdemeanor domestic battery. The Couple reconciled. Chris Tapp is now awaiting  
trial. Idaho Falls police say the investigation into Angie Dodge’s murder is ongoing. Interviewed:  Michael Usry, Jr.;  
Carol Dodge; Christopher Tapp; Mark McBride (Idaho Falls, Idaho Chief of Police); Greg Hampikian (DNA expert); Erin  
Murphy (New York University Law Professor); Patrick McKenna (Detective); Michael Heavy (retired superior court  
judge); John Thomas (Tapp’s appellate attorney). (C: Anne-Marie Green – P: Judy Rybak, Elena DiFiore, Lindsey  
Schwartz, Chris O’Connell) (OAD: 04/15/17)48 HOURS (continued) 
 
12/23/17 - 48 HOURS: “The Evidence Room” (9:00-11:00p) – An exploration of the sometimes emotional and  
occasionally frustrating preparations that go on behind closed doors before a jury ever walks into a courtroom as  
detailed in two cases prepared by The Evidence Room, a company run by CBS News Consultant Scott Roder.  The  
Evidence Room prepares visual representations, made by cutting-edge forensic animators for either the defense or  
the prosecution and they may play a significant part in the trial or they may not, depending on the legal strategies  
the teams choose to take. As detailed in two cases, Roder and his team prepare analysis as detailed: 1) the murder  
cases against Colleen McKernan, charged with shooting her husband, Robert McKernan ten times on New Year’s Eve  
in 2014. Her attorneys claimed it was self-defense and hired Roder to create visual representations of her story. The  
Evidence Room staff re-created the crime scene to prove the defense theory. As the case went to trial and  
testimony progressed, the prosecution had the re-creation excluded from the trial. The defense focused on battered  
woman syndrome and Colleen took the stand to testify. The verdict: a mistrial. At the second trial, with a new  



defense team, Roder presented some of the animation to the jury, but the result was the same – a mistrial. On  
March 17, 2017, a resolution was reached in the case: in a plea offer, McKernan pleaded guilty to one count of  
voluntary manslaughter. 2) in a civil suit, The Cochran Firm client Emmanuel Bracy was left partially incapacitated  
and in a wheelchair, after being shot by Los Angeles Police detectives. Bracy was the suspect in a string of robberies  
and police used Vehicle Containment Technology to capture him. Three of the four detectives claimed he had a gun,  
and a shootout resulted. Bracy was severely injured.  Bracy pled guilty to the crime, but that did not stop him from  
seeking justice. After the shootout, Bracy and the car suffered heavy damage, but there was no gun in plain sight,  
although one was found wrapped in a cloth, hidden inside an air conditioning vent in the dashboard. The Evidence  
Room was hired to prove that the gun that was found was not used by Bracy. They re-created the entire scene with  
cars, guns and ammunition. In the end, after all the time and effort, the jury never saw the presentation. The state’s  
forensic expert was not able to testify, and Roder, as a rebuttal expert on the case was not able to either. After nine  
days of testimony, the jury returned a judgement in favor of the LAPD. On-screen text graphic: Colleen McKernan is  
currently serving her sentence at the Ohio Reformatory for Women. She could be released as early as September  
2020, by a judge’s decision based on her behavior in prison. Interviewed. Interviewed:  Scott Roder CBS News  
Consultant); Evidence Room employees: Amy Metzgar (logistics coordinator), Patrick Mooney (biomedical  
illustrator), Marcus Sidoti (criminal defense attorney); Ian Friedman (McKernan defense attorney); Jennifer Dave  
(lead prosecutor, State of Ohio); Dr. Daniel Spitz (forensic pathologist); Colleen McKernan; Dennis and Kathie  
McKernan (parents of Robert McKernan); Gary and Jan Owen (parents of Colleen McKernan); Laura Mills (new  
McKernan defense attorney); Brandon Dunn (Cochran Firm attorney). (C: Tracy Smith – P: Leigh Hubner) 
 
12/29/17 - 48 HOURS: “The Secrets of Waco” (8:00-9:00p) – a review, as the 25th anniversary approaches of the  
deadly 51-day standoff in April 1993 between Branch Davidian cult leader David Koresh and U.S Government in  
Waco, Texas. It all began with a shootout between Branch Davidian followers and the ATF (Bureau of Alcohol,  
Firearms and Tobacco) that left four agents and six of Koresh’s followers dead, ultimately bringing in a large FBI task  
force to negotiate a peaceful surrender. That did not happen; after 41 days, the compound was destroyed by  
government tanks ramming into the buildings, as agents fired tear gas. More than 70 followers died, nearly two  
dozen of them were children. The entire compound was destroyed by fire. Also included: an interview with retired  
Texas United Parcel Service (UPS) driver, Larry Gilbreath, one of the people regularly to go into the compound, who  
says he unwittingly delivered military grade guns and ammunition in the weeks before the siege, and who began  
working with the ATF in an undercover operation. Also other current and former Branch Davidians speak along with  
a discussion of what occurred within the compound, including unimaginable horror that followed the raid. On- 
screen text graphic: There were five major investigations. The Justice Department blamed Koresh. The Treasury  
Department was critical of its own ATF officers. Congress, as well as a seventeen million dollar independent review  
were critical of both the ATF and the FBI. The Waco tragedy changed the way law enforcement reacts and responds  
to similar standoff situations. Eleven Branch Davidians, including Clive Doyle, were tried for conspiracy to murder  
ATF officials. Nine were convicted on lesser charges and served prison time. Clive Doyle was acquitted of all charges.  
No Branch Davidian was ever charged with arson. Interviewed: Lee Hancock (journalist, CBS News Consultant); Larry  
Gilbreath (UPS driver) and wife Debra Gilbreath; Marc Breault and wife Elizabeth Breault (friends of Koresh); Sheila  
Martin (cult member); Grace Adams (sister of cult member); Joann Vaega (child of cult members killed in siege);  
Clive Doyle (true believer); Robert Cervenka (local rancher) Bill Buford (Special ATF Agent in Charge); Dick  DeGuerin  
(Koresh’s attorney (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Josh Yager) (See also: “Standoff at Waco”, OAD: 03/17/93; and “Mass  
Suicide”, OAD: 03/27/97). (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Josh Yager) 
 
12/30/17 - 48 HOURS: “Murder by Design” (9:00 – 10:00p) - an investigation into questions that still exist nearly  
twenty years after fashion designer Gianni Versace was gunned down outside his Miami mansion by Andrew  
Cunanan. He was shot dead on July 15, 1997 -- the killer walked up, shot him execution style and walked off, leaving  
Versace bleeding to death on the steps to his home. Investigation revealed Andrew Cunanan, who was openly gay,  
was a spree killer who thrived on attention and was willing to kill even his friends. Police across the country were  
already hunting for Cunanan for the murder of four others – in Minnesota, he killed his friend Jeff Trail (who had  



been previously interviewed by 48 HOURS in 1993 about gays in the military) and his lover David Madson. In  
Chicago, Cunanan murdered real estate developer Lee Miglin and stole his car. Then in New Jersey,  he killed  
cemetery caretaker William Reese, stole his truck and drove to Miami, where he lived off the grid for two months.  
With police and the FBI on his trail, he was even featured on “America’s Most Wanted”. Finally, a tip came that  
changed everything. After a four-hour standoff on a houseboat, police found the body of Andrew Cunanan. Now,  
twenty years later, there is still no hard evidence to the speculation that Cunanan and Versace has some kind of  
connection. On-screen text graphic: Twenty years after his death, the House of Versace continues to succeed, led by  
Gianni's sister, Donatella and brother Santo. Jeff Trail was interviewed on 48 HOURS: “Not In My Army” on  
04/07/93. Interviewed: Lazaro Quintana (friend of Versace); Carlos Noriega (Lieutenant, Miami Beach Police);  
Richard Barreto (Miami Beach Police Chief); Michael Band (prosecutor); Robert Ahrends (Cunanan’s seventh grade  
classmate); Nicole Murray-Ramirez (Cunanan’s high school classmate); Michael Williams (Cunanan acquaintance);  
Mary Ellen O’Toole (former FBI profiler); Julie Hovland (friend of David Madson); Dale Barsness (detective); Stephen  
Byer (neighbor of Lee Miglin); Gustavo Sanchez (detective); Tim Gunn (fashion designer). (C: Richard Schlesinger – P:  
Lisa Freed, Marcelena Spencer) (OAD: 05/20/17) 
 
12/30/17 - 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Bad Boy” (10:00 – 11:00p) - an investigation into the 2011 disappearance of  
Shelley Mook, a young mother from Bedford County, Tennessee; her ex-husband Tyler Mook -- the last person on  
record to see her alive -- and why investigators consider him the chief person of interest in her disappearance. The  
case exposed strained family relationships and left investigators wondering how Shelley Mook could just vanish  
without a trace. Shelley Mook was last seen by her 6-year-old daughter entering the home of her ex-husband. Tyler  
Mook didn’t have much to say when questioned by police -- there was no crime scene and no body. Neither Mook –  
who used the Fifth Amendment more than 150 times to refuse to answer questions about what happened to his ex- 
wife in a family court custody case -- nor his family or family lawyers, would speak on his behalf to 48 HOURS. Local  
authorities also declined to discuss the case. Tyler Mook remains a person of interest in Shelley’s disappearance.  
Eventually, Tyler moved to Florida, where many women found him charming to be around. He was arrested and  
charged with attempted murder when he attacked an on-again, off-again girlfriend while on a boating trip with his  
brother and his brother’s girlfriend. Tyler tried to drown her because she disrespected his family. No one wanted to  
defend Tyler, except his one friend, Erica Tucker. At his trial, his brother, Andrew Mook, was forced to testify against  
him. He was found guilty of attempted murder and sentenced to 12 years in prison. Back in Tennessee, Shelley’s  
case remains open. Investigator Kevin Keele hopes someday to find Shelley’s body. On-screen text graphic: Tyler  
Mook remains a “person of interest” in the disappearance of his ex-wife. Shelly and Tyler’s daughter Lilli, still lives  
with Shelley’s mom. Interviewed: Larry Farley (firefighter); Brittany Brooks (Shelley’s friend); Kevin Keele (48 HOURS  
consultant/legal investigator); Robin Doneth (Tyler’s Florida girlfriend); Juliano Garzia and Dylan Wedgewood  
(witnesses to boating incident); and Erica Tucker (Tyler’s friend). (C: Michelle Miller - P: Chuck Stevenson, Michelle  
Feuer, Taigi Smith) (OAD: 10/29/16 as 48 HOURS: “Bad Boy”) 
 
CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIALS 
 
12/03/17 - “Faith on the Frontlines” – an interfaith special examining the interfaith clergy movement that has  
vowed to take on white supremacy. Featured: (1) As the Charlottesville, VA city council discussed plans to remove  
confederate statues from local parks, tension within the community was mounting. In May and July, two separate  
demonstrations by white nationalists and Ku Klux Klan members inspired counter-protests by local activists,  
including clergy. This summer, as word got out about the size and scope of an upcoming white supremacist rally,  
Unite the Right, local faith leaders quickly mobilized and formed Congregate Charlottesville. In addition to non- 
violent direct action training, the group invited national faith leaders and lay people from around the country to join  
them in their counter-protest against white supremacy. Among those interviewed about the events leading up to  
that day and the aftermath: Brittany Caine-Conley, lead organizer of Congregate Charlottesville, a member of  
Discernment with Sojourners United Church of Christ in Charlottesville; Rev. Brenda Brown-Grooms, co-pastor of  
New Beginnings Christian Community; Rev. Phil Woodson, associate pastor of First United Methodist Church; Rabbi  



Rachel Schmelkin of Congregation Beth Israel; and Don Gathers, a deacon at the First Baptist Church. (2) In the wake  
of Charlottesville, Rev. Robert W. Lee made national headlines after speaking out against white supremacy at the  
MTV Video Music Awards. Rev. Lee, the fourth great nephew of Confederate General Robert E. Lee, was recently  
ordained in the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship after graduating from Duke University Divinity School with a  
Master’s in theological studies. Today he continues his work as a public theologian and anti-racism activist. He calls  
for all clergy to speak out against white supremacy from the pulpit and in the public square. (Narrator: Rolland  
Smith. Produce & Writer: Elizabeth Kineke. Associate Producer: Jennie Kamin. Director & Senior Executive Producer:  
John P. Blessington. Produced in consultation with Interfaith organizations, clergy, and Catholic, Protestant, Jewish,  
Islamic, and Sikh scholars.) 
 
12/24/17 - “Christmas Eve with Fairfield University” – a Christmas special highlighting the life, spirit, and  
community of Fairfield University -- a modern Jesuit university located on a 200-acre campus on the Connecticut  
coast. The program includes Christmas and holiday musical performances by the Fairfield University Glee Club;  
Professor of Music Brian Q. Torff and New Duke; the alumni band Lionfish; Sweet Harmony and The Bensonians, as  
well as personal reflections on the season from a variety of Fairfield University students, Jesuits and others.  
(Narrator: Rev. Robert Braunreuther, S.J. Produced and co-sponsored by Fairfield University. Executive Producers for  
CBS: Elizabeth M. Kineke, John P. Blessington.) 
 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORTS: 
OCTOBER: 
On Monday, October 2, a CBS News Special Report (Shooting in Las Vegas) aired for 12:19 from 4:29:45-4:42:04am 
cnyt, for 1:26:19 from 5:37:58-7:04:17am cnyt, for 38:32 from 10:46:18-11:25:00am cnyt, for 30:35 from 
11:37:47am-12:08:22pmand for 18:47 from 2:39:54-2:58:41pm cnyt, all live to all stations. 
  
On Tuesday, October 3, a CBS News Special Report (Update on Shooting in Las Vegas) aired for 32:14 from 4:13:18-
4:45:32pm cnyt, live to all stations. 
  
On Wednesday, October 4, a CBS News Special Report (President Trump in Las Vegas) aired for 21:05 from 3:46:21-
4:07:26pm cnyt, live to all stations. 
  
On Friday, October 13, a CBS News Special Report (President Trump on Iran Deal) aired for 27:04 from 12:51:21-
1:18:25pm cnyt, live to all stations. 
  
On Monday, October 30, a CBS News Special Report (Paul Manafort Russia Probe) aired for 10:49 from 8:09:41-
8:20:30am cnyt and for 12:07 from 9:08:24-9:20:31am cnyt, both live to all stations. 
  
On Tuesday, October 31, a CBS News Special Report (Terrorist Truck Attack in New York City) aired for 1:17:33 from 
4:23:15-5:40:48pm cnyt, live to all stations. 
  

NOVEMBER: 
On Wednesday, November 1, a CBS News Special Report (President Trump’s Remarks on Terrorist Truck Attack in New York 
City) aired for 12:30 from 12:25:18-12:37:48pm cnyt, live to all stations. 
  
On Monday, November 6, a CBS News Special Report (Sutherland Springs, Texas Shooting Press Conference) aired for 12:46 
from 11:20:25-11:33:11am cnyt, live to all stations. 
  
On Tuesday, November 28, a CBS News Special Report (President Trump Remarks on North Korea) aired for 15:22 from 
3:57:41-4:13:03pm cnyt, live to all stations. 
  



In addition on Sunday, November 5, CBS News aired Special Report updates during NFL coverage and a 1:00 Report within 
WISDOM OF THE CROWD on the deadly shooting in Sutherland Springs, Texas. 
 
DECEMBER: 
On Friday, December 1, a CBS News Special Report aired for 6:18 (Michael Flynn Criminal Charges) from 9:16:48-
9:23:06am cnyt and for 12:01 (Michael Flynn Pleads Guilty) from 12:18:01-12:30:02pm cnyt, both live to all stations. 
 
On Wednesday, December 6, a CBS News Special Report (President Trump statement on Jerusalem, Israel) aired for 
19:51 from 1:04:55-1:24:46pm cnyt, live to all stations. 
 
On Thursday, December 7, a CBS News Special Report (Senator Al Franken resignation) aired for 19:31 from 
11:50:26am-12:09:57pm cnyt, live to all stations. 
 
On Monday, December 11, a CBS News Special Report (Bomb Explosion at Times Square, New York City) aired for 
3:29 from 8:01:55-8:05:24am cnyt, live to all stations. 
 
On Monday, December 18, a CBS News Special Report (Amtrak derailment in Washington state) aired for 47:49 
from 11:23:17am-12:11:06pm cnyt, live to all stations. 
On Wednesday, December 20, a CBS News Special Report (President Trump and GOP on the passage of the Tax 
Reform Bill) aired for 24:57 from 3:00:01-3:24:58pm cnyt, live to all stations. 
 
MISC. / HR RELATED:  We had a student come in and shadow for several days in Creative Services.  Her name was 
Chauntelle Buchman of Clark Montessori and one of the many things she did was assist in the creation of a commercial 
with Scott Denney and Cody Einsfeld. 
 
PSA’S (NON-STATION PRODUCED) 
 
OCTOBER  - PSA’s AIRED ON WKRC / OCTOBER 1 – OCTOBER 31ST, M-SU 5A-5A 
Organization/Name of Spot  Station Times Aired 
Health is Primary :30  WKRC 1x 
American Red Cross Disaster Relief :30  WKRC 9x 
SBG – Partnership for Drug-Free Kids 2017 – Aaron 15 PSA  WKRC 4x 
SBG – Partnership for Drug-Free Kids 2017 – Montez Fam PSA :30 WKRC 3x 
St. Jude Finding Cures Saving Children:15  WKRC 6x 
St. Jude Finding Cures Saving Children :30  WKRC 7x 
 
NOVEMBER - PSA’S AIRED ON WKRC /  
Organization/Name of Spot  Station Times Aired 
Health is Primary :30  WKRC 5x 
American Red Cross Disaster Relief :30  WKRC 6x 
SBG – Partnership for Drug-Free Kids 2017 – Aaron 15 PSA  WKRC 2x 
SBG – Partnership for Drug-Free Kids 2017 – Montez Fam PSA :30  WKRC 5x 
St. Jude Finding Cures Saving Children :15  WKRC 4x 
St. Jude Finding Cures Saving Children :30  WKRC 8x 
OAB – Ohio Army National Guard – Benefits :30  WKRC 13x 
OAB – Veterans Services – Vets First  WKRC 21x 

 
DECEMBER – PSA’S AIRED ON WKRC /  
Organization/Name of Spot  Station Times Aired 
Health is Primary :30  WKRC 8x 



American Red Cross Disaster Relief :30  WKRC 18x 
SBG – Partnership for Drug-Free Kids 2017 – Aaron 15 PSA  WKRC 5x 
SBG – Partnership for Drug-Free Kids 2017 – Montez Fam PSA :30  WKRC 5x 
St. Jude Finding Cures Saving Children :15  WKRC 10x 
St. Jude Finding Cures Saving Children :30  WKRC 13x 
OAB – Ohio Army National Guard – Benefits :30  WKRC 13x 
OAB – Veterans Services – Vets First  WKRC 7x 
OAB – OACBHA – Crisis Text Line   WKRC 17x 

 
LICENSE RENEWAL – OCTOBER 2017 MONTHLY CONTRIBUTIONS WKRC 

 Donation bag contributed to UC baseball team – golf outing fundraiser 

 Donation bag contributed to Tender Mercies fundraising gala auction 

 :15 PSA produced for Western & Southern Thanksgiving Day Race with Cammy Dierking and Bob Herzog 

 :10 PSA produced for the Children’s Theatre Peter Pan shows 

 :30 PSA produced for Light the Night  

 :15 & :30 PSA’s produced for Red Cross/Fifth Third hurricane relief 

 Donation Bags:  Shirts $15, mugs $7, pens $3, reusable bags $3, station tour certificate $300 
 
LICENSE RENEWAL – NOVEMBER 2017 MONTHLY CONTRIBTUIONS WKRC 

 Donation bag to local firefighters’ fundraiser 

 :04 PSA produced for Neediest Kids of All 

 :30 PSA produced for Checkout Hunger for the Freestore Foodbank 

 Donation bags: Shirts $15, mugs $7, pens $3, reusable bags $3, station tour certificate $300 
 

LICENSE RENEWAL – DECEMBER 2017 MONTHLY CONTRIBUTIONS WKRC 

 :30 & :15 PSA’s produced for Neediest Kids of All with Rob Braun 

 :30 PSA produced for the SPCA Cincinnati adoption telethon 
 
COMMUNITY EVENTS CALENDAR: 
 
OCTOBER: 

 10/1/17: Bethesda Foundation’s Mary Jo’s angels-emcee Liz Bonis 

 10/4/17: Clermont County Women’s Day – guest speaker Angenette Levy 

 10/6/17: Forget Me Not Gala – emcee Liz Bonis 

 10/6/17: Wave Foundation’s Nauti Night fund raiser – emcee Jen Dalton 

 10/8/17: NFCF Lighting the Way benefit fundraiser – emcee Brad Johansen 

 10/10/17: Burlington Elementary – guest speaker Meteorologist John Gumm 

 10/11/17: College of Mt. Saint Joseph Nursing Awards – emcee Liz Bonis 

 10/12/17: Center for Respite Care Transformation Awards – emcee Liz Bonis 

 10/14/17: St. Vincent DePaul Retro Fittings Fashion Show – emcee Bob Herzog 

 10/21/17: Children’s Theatre Family Gala – emcee Bob Herzog 

 10/25/17: Cinti. Chapter of ASIS International – keynote speaker Adam Clements 
  

NOVEMBER: 

 11/3/17: RSVP Concert for Vets: emcee Bob Herzog 

 11/3/17: Mother Teresa Elementary – guest speaker Meteorologist John Gumm 

 11/4/17: Hunger 5K Walk/Run-emcee John Lomax 

 11/4/17: Cancer Family Care Wine Tasting-emcee Liz Bonis & Brad Johansen 



 11/8/17: Nuxhall Miracle League Miracle Ball-emcee Bob Herzog 

 11/8/17: Mariemont Elementary School-guest speaker Meteorologist John Gumm 

 11/9/17: National Philanthrophy Day – emcee John Lomax 

 11/9/17: Cancer Free kids emcee Bob Herzog & Brad Johansen 

 11/10/17: JDRF Bourbon & Bow Tie Bash-emcee Bob Herzog 

 11/12/17: Delhi Veterans Wall of Honor ceremony-speaker Meghan Mongillo 

 11/14/17: Calvary Christian School in Taylor Mill KY.-speaker Meteorologist John Gumm 

 11/17/17: Butler Cty. National Philanthropy Day-emcee John Lomax 

 11/18/17: Cinti. Association for the Blind Dinner in Darkness-emcee Bob Herzog 

 11/20/17: Working in Neighborhoods HOF dinner-emcee Bob Herzog 

 11/20/17: St. Elizabeth’s Style Show-emcee Liz Bonis 

 11/20/17: Monroe Elementary School – guest speaker Meteorologist John Gumm 

 11/23/17: W & S Thanksgiving Day Race-emcee Bob Herzog 

 11/30/17: St. Augustine Elementary: speaker Meteorologist John Gumm 
 
DECEMBER: 

 12/2/17:  Crescent Springs KY Christmas Party in the Park-emcee John Lomax 

 12/6/17:  Asset Limited/Income Constrained Panel discussion-moderator Megan Moore 

 12/14/17:  Get Stroke Smart – emcee Liz Bonis 
 

ISSUE / STATION:  CRIME / WKRC: 
date of newscast:   10/03/17    time of newscast:   5:30 pm   duration:  :30    story name:   judy’s law suspect  
description:  the man who set his former girlfriend on fire is indicted on more serious charges. judy malinowski died 
in june, almost two years after michael slager doused her in gasoline and set her on fire. a grand jury indicted slager 
on an aggravated murder charge.he had been sentenced to 11 years in prison on a charge of aggravated arson and 
felonious assault.judy is the inspiration behind "judy's law" which requires 6 additional years in prison for crimes that 
permanently disfigure or maim victims.  governor john kasich signed "judy's law" last month. 
 
date of newscast:  10/10/17  time of newscast:  11 pm  duration:  :29  story name:  cincy bell guy whooped   
description:  a neighborhood crime alert in springfield township.. where a cincinnati bell worker is jumped by a group 
of men.   tonight two of them. brandon kendall and andre christopher are in jail.   the worker was installing cable at a 
home on witherby avenue.. kendall, who lives at the home, accused him of stealing money.and then apparently 
attacked him. the cincinnati bell employee claims 7 more men joined in.. and stole his phone, wallet and car keys. 
kendall and christopher are charged with aggravated robbery. 
 
date of newscast:   10/16/17   time of newscast:   12 noon   duration:   :39   story name:     ohio slayings 
description:  grief counselors are available as classes resume today following the fatal shootings of four people in 
southern ohio's lawrence county. rock hill local schools canceled classes last thursday and friday following the death 
of second grader devin holston and three members of his family. 23 year old aaron lawson is locked up -- charged with 
murdering the boy, his mother and his grandparents. their bodies were found early thursday morning in the 
community of pedro. the only survivor is the child's father.. todd holston.he is recovering after being stabbed inside 
the home. lawson is holston's cousin.police are still searching for a motive.prosecutors say they plan to seek the death 
penalty. 
 
date of newscast:   10/24/17   time of newscast:  5 pm   duration:  :30    story name:   jordan jakeway  
description:  we have new information on a story you saw first here on local 12. today the clermont county grand jury 
indicted a local father for injuring his son.jordan jakeway is charged with felonious assault and child endangering.local 
12 news told you last week about the gofundme page set up by seven-week-old liam's family. it said the boy had 



bleeding on the brain, and the family needed money because his mom and dad weren't working.but investigators say 
jordan jakeway wasn't working because he was in jail for hurting the boy. 
 
date of newscast:   10/31/17   time of newscast:  11 pm   duration:  :28     story name:    v-the utah car jacker 
description:  we've also connected another suspected killer in utah to the tri-state. police say austin boutain shot and 
killed a student near the university of utah last night.   it was during a carjacking. we've learned he and his wife, 
kathleen, used to live in westwood.    in 2015.. he pleaded guilty to obstructing official business after he ran from a 
police officer who was trying to arrest him at a hospital here.  he and his wife are also persons of interest in a suspicious 
death in golden, colorado. 
 
date of newscast:   11/07/17   time of newscast:   11 pm   duration:  :21   story name: v-greis tomorrow     
description: the man charged in the wreck that killed a family of 5 makes his first court appearance tomorrow 
afternoon.  investigators say daniel (grice) greis collided with a van when he tried passing another car on staffordsburg 
road. it wasn't a passing zone.  the pollitt family was killed. greis told investigators he smoked pot and drank before 
the crash. he faces 5 counts of murder. 
 

date of newscast:   11/17/17    time of newscast:  4 pm    duration:   :20   story name:  lincoln hts shooting    
description:  a man is dead after an overnight shooting in lincoln heights. officers were called out for a report of a man 
shot on behles avenue near north wayne avenue just after two this morning 18-year-old adoniyah pruitt the second 
was rushed to the hospital where he later died.    deputies have charged jason rutherford with murder and drug 
trafficking.rutherford will be in court tomorrow morning for an arraignment.  
 
date of newscast:   11/20/17   time of newscast:  11 pm    duration:  :26   story name:  mount auburn chase   
description:   one man is in jail tonight for a police chase that ended in a crash. police say everett was wanted for 
violating his parole.  when they tried stopping him in norwood.he apparently took off  his run ended when he crashed 
at reading and dorchester in mount auburn.   3 other cars were involved. 3 people were hurt. including a 10 year old 
boy that was in the car with everett. 
 
date of newscast:   11/28/17   time of newscast:   11 pm   duration:  :31  story name:  v-donation jar arrest   
description:  the two guys in this picture are under arrest tonight.   these pictures are from the ameristop in mount 
healthy. they swiped a donation jar that had about 300 dollars inside.    the store was raising money to help with 
funeral expenses for an employee who recently died.  we've blurred the guy on the left because hes a juvenile.     he's 
a key figure, however: police say it was his mom who turned him in after recognizing him in the picture when it was 
posted to facebook. the other guy is fred riley.    it's not clear if the money was recovered. 
 
date of newscast:   12/06/17   time of newscast:  4 pm   duration:   :20    story name:   britain terror plot  
description: two men are accused of trying to assassinate british prime minister theresa may.her spokesman wouldn't 
talk about the alleged plot but several newspapers are reporting that two young men arrested in london and 
birmingham last week were making plans to kill may.the plan is said to have included bombing the security gates 
outside her office at ten downing street and then stabbing her. 
  
date of newscast:  12/12/17   time of newscast:   11 pm   duration:  :21  story name:  doug’s buddy threat  
description:  more local news now..a mount washington man is in jail tonight. his alleged crime: threatening to kill the 
president.   police haven't said exactly how lee (jeck-see) gecsey was going to pull off his plan.  this is why some of you 
might have noticed streets blocked off sunday.   it took a swat team to get (jeck see) gecsey out of his house on 
salvador street.  the 46 year old is charged with inducing panic. 
 



date of newscast:  12/20/17    time of newscast:   6 pm    duration:  :35   story name: wilson indicted    
description: a grand jury decides there is enough evidence to put the woman accused of running down a popular 
school teacher on trial. Elder teacher mark klusman was struck while walking along warsaw avenue earlier this 
month.police say the woman at wheel was kayla wilson.she was arrested for driving without a license and spent the 
night before klusman was struck in jail for it.police say wilson admitted to the crash and using marijuana just before 
it.she is now indicted for aggravated vehicular assault and failing to stop.mister klusman is in the hospital with more 
than one life threatening injury. 
 
date of newscast:   12/26/17   time of newscast:  4 pm    duration:   :26   story name:   natvo vine chase  
description:  police say they've captured a man wanted on a felony in alabama..  but he didn't make it easy.  he made 
them chase after him in a car police say he stole.  they eventually caught up with him in over the rhine.   but instead 
of waving the white flag.. the man ran into the woods.     eventually.. he surrended. as you can see he was a bit wobbly 
on his walk to the police cruiser. officers say that's because he swallowed a bunch of heroin.  he's in jail tonight on a 
number of charges. 
 
ISSUE / STATION:  ECONOMY / WKRC: 
date of newscast:  10/03/17 time of newscast: 11 pm  duration: :31 
story name:  state of the city      description:   Cincinnati mayor john cranley is issuing a challenge to everyone in the 
city tonight.    in his state of the city address at memorial hall, the mayor did tout his record over the last year.  but, 
he also unveiled the "give one cincy" campaign... challenging every Cincinnatian to "give one" hour a month to make 
the city a better place. in: "if each of..."out: "...in our community."      in his speech, the mayor also pointed out that 
breweries are making the city a better place.  he says they've spurred economic development in several of the city's 
neighborhoods over the past year. 
 
date of newscast:   10/12/17  time of newscast: 5 am  duration:  :32 
story name:   trump taxation   description:  president Donald trump is taking his tax reform plans to voters..here's 
what he had to say to truckers at a rally in Pennsylvania. (:09 president trump)"manufacturing confidence is at an all-
time high which is great news for those who ship products to the marketplace." (:18) the president said his tax plan 
will cut corporate taxes to create more jobs.   he said he also wants to cut individual taxes for middle class workers. 
(president trump) (:25) "the first 12,000 dollars for a single individual and the first 24 thousand dollars for a married 
couple will be tax free, no tax at all." (:36) democrats say it will benefit the wealthiest Americans the most. the house 
and senate must first pass matching budget resolutions before they can proceed on a tax bill. that vote could 
come up as soon as next week. The white house can only afford to lose two republican senator's votes if they want 
bill to pass. 
 
date of newscast:   10/16/17    time of newscast:  4 pm    duration:   :28 
story name:    Halloween spending     description:  retailers are set to scare up a record 9- point-1 billion dollars in 
Halloween sales this year.   that's according to a survey released by the national retail federation and prosper insights 
and analytics.    consumers are expected to spend 3-point-4 billion on costumes,  2- point-7 billion on candy, and 2-
point-7 billion on decorations. Americans are set to shell out an average of just over 86 bucks each.  if the survey data 
is correct, 20-17 sales will be an 8-point-3 percent jump from last year's sales. 
 
date of newscast:   10/25/17   time of newscast:   11 pm   duration:  :25 
story name:  v-taxes & 401k    description:  the president seems to be at odds with his party over changes to 401-k 
plans.  president trump said Monday 401-k's would *not be changing in the new tax bill. changing the retirement 
program would help finance tax cuts, today. The two men with the most say over tax codes say they're open to 
changes.   Kevin Brady, the chairman of the house ways and means committee, says the current construction of 401-
k plans is not working. 
 



date of newscast:   10/30/17   time of newscast: 5:30 pm   duration: :48 
story name:  401k portman stivers      description: the talk on tax reform is now in full gear in Washington and i spoke 
with two local lawmakers about the issue of limiting 401k tax deductions ... as a way of paying for tax breaks under 
tax reform.   for some background there's been talk of limiting what you can put into a 401k plan  .. and still get an 
up front tax deduction to 24-hundred a year ... down from the current 18 thousand.. the lawmakers i spoke with today 
... both don't like the idea of limiting the 401k deduction.  i don't support that policy but i think people should look at 
it  ... out; best economic interest.  it looks like the senate will keep 401k  ... out; healthier lives i have an update here 
... congressman stivers just called me a few minutes ago and he says he believes the 401k cut idea is dead in the house.  
again, senator portman doesn't think it will survive in the senate.  however he  does say with the current talks under 
way it's unlikely 401k contribution limits would get raised.  so "saved" but not "raised" may be what happens .. but 
we'll keep you posted.  
 
date of newscast:   11/07/17     time of newscast:   9 am   duration:  :41 
story name:  apple tax haven   description:  now to a hot topic...   apple is reportedly taking advantage of tax 
loopholes on the small european island of jersey.the tech giant revamped its overseas subsidiaries...they had been in 
ireland. that's because ireland is considered a tax haven and has loose rules.but a crackdown on those loose rules 
began in 20-13.    now apple has moved billions offshore to new tax havens.two subsidiaries are on the island of jersey 
-- in the english channel between britain and france.the new york times has reported that apple has 128- billion- 
dollars in offshore profits untaxed by the u-s.a u-s senate subcommittee found in 20-13 that apple had avoided tens 
of billions of dollars in taxes by using overseas havens. apple didn't immediately comment. 
 
date of newscast:   11/13/17   time of newscast: 5 pm    duration:  :25 
story name:    holiday spending     description:  the holiday shopping season is less than two weeks away ... and it's set 
to be a big one.consumers are expected to spend 967- dollars on average.that's according to this year's annual survey 
by the national retail federation.it's a three- point- four percent jump from last year -- when shoppers said they would 
spend an average of 935- dollars.the national retail federation president cited increased employment and rising 
incomes for the jump in spending. 
 
date of newscast:   11/20/17    time of newscast:   11 pm    duration:  :24 
story name:  more cops in cincy, mpd    description:   the feds are helping boost a couple police forces in the tri-state. 
grant money will allow cincinnati to hire 15 more officers.  middletown will get two.  cincinnati was awarded nearly 
2-million dollars.. the most in the state of ohio.      in all, the department of justice handed out just under 99-million 
dollars to 179 departments across the country.  the goal is to reduce gun violence using community policing strategies. 
 
date of newscast:  11/29/17   time of newscast:  5 pm   duration:  :16 
story name:  economy gdp 11.29.17    description:   the u-s economy grew at an annual pace of three- point- three 
percent from july through september. that's the fastest in three years.the government says third- quarter growth 
exceeded the three- percent expansion it initially reported.the performance came despite two devastating hurricanes. 
 
date of newscast:   12/04/17   time of newscast:  5 pm   duration:   :25 
story name:  ensemble health partners    description:  a company that provides support to the healthcare industry 
plans a major expansion in the tri-state which will bring 11- hundred new jobs. ensemble health partners plans a 
regional headquarters in the area.   the company has not picked a location, but the facility will be around 300- 
thousand square feet. the ohio tax credit authority awarded ensemble with a 15- year job creation tax credit of two- 
point- three percent.the facility is due to be completed sometime in 2019. 
 
date of newscast:   12/13/17    time of newscast:   9 am  duration:  :29 
story name:  fed reserve meeting      description:  investors are bracing for an announcement from the federal reserve 
board later today...the fed is winding down its last policy meeting of the year this afternoon.and fed chair janet yellen 



is expected to announce her final interest rate hike as head of the central bank.  the fed is expected to increase short- 
term interest rates by a quarter of a percent... to one- point- five percent. it'll be the third rate hike of this year.    
president trump appointed fed governor jerome powell to take over from yellen in february. 
 
date of newscast:   12/21/17    time of newscast:  12 noon   duration:  :21 
story name:   govt. shutdown    description:  lawmakers are working on a plan to avoid a government shutdown over 
the holidays.    money will run out at midnight tomorrow if congress can't reach a deal. house republicans are pushing 
a temporary plan to extend funding through january 19th.but democrats demand that any plan include legal status 
for the so-called "dreamers." 
 
date of newscast:   12/27/17   time of newscast:  4 pm    duration:  :18   story name:  china economy   
description: a new report predicts china will overtake the u. s. economy. the report by the centre for economics and 
business research says asia's major economies will continue to grow in the coming years.  it predicts china, japan, 
india and the u-s will be the four largest economies in 2032, with china pushing the u-s out of the number one spot. 
 

ISSUE / STATION:  EDUCATION / WKRC: 
date of newscast:   10/04/17    time of newscast:   6 pm    duration:  :25   story name:   bully bill   
description:  school bullies who repeatedly torment their victims would face criminal charges under a new proposal 
from an ohio state lawmaker. the bill would create a criminal charge -- aggravated bullying.police could use it if 
students threaten peers with physical or emotional harm.in juvenile court, those younger than 18 could face house 
arrest, juvenile detention and a $150 fine.those 18 and older could face up to 60 days in jail and a $150 fine. 
 
date of newscast:   10/12/17    time of newscast:   11 pm    duration:  :28     story name:  v-spencer decision   
description:  uc says it will decide tomorrow whether to let a white supremacist speak on campus. richard spencer 
was a featured speaker at the white supremacist rally in charlottesville that turned deadly.   he says his great goal is 
an ethno-state.. a home base for whites.  other schools have turned himi away citing public safety concerns.. only to 
reverse their decision when spencer threatens to sue. he's promised to do the same to u-c and ohio state if they don't 
let him speak. 
 
date of newscast:   10/19/17     time of newscast:  5 pm    duration:  :24     story name:  ohio grads   
description:  state education leaders say about three- fourths of ohio's high school seniors, met or likely will meet 
higher test score requirements for graduation this school year. educators had warned last year a third or more of that 
class could be at risk of not meeting the test score requirements to graduate on time.    the state added flexibility in 
how students can earn a diploma this year, through career training or other alternatives. 
 
date of newscast:   10/24/17    time of newscast:  5:30 pm     duration:  :29    story name:   uc law school    
description:  university of cincinnati trustees approve a 40- million dollar renovation for a new on- campus home of 
the u-c college of law on campus. work rebuilding the six- story "carl h. lindner hall" will begin in the fall of 2019.it 
should then open in 2021.today's decision follows several years investigating options for the law school -- including 
moving to the banks downtown.the university hopes the new home will promote enrollment -- the college last fall 
had its largest number of first- year students since 2010.  
 
date of newscast:   10/31/17   time of newscast:   6 pm   duration:  1:52   story name:    i-kids & homework 
description: elementary schools across the country are debating whether or not homework is beneficial for young 
students. as nikki battiste shows, it's a topic that can divide parents and teachers.  when fourth grader  judah broshi 
gets home from school, he doesn't have to hit the books like most kids. nb:  do you have homework today? 
j: nopehis new york city public school has banned mandatory homework for grades kindergarten through fourth.   
judah's mother, robin pushed for the policy after seeing how much her son pushed back on doing the work.  



(robin broshi) it started to become something that i spent a lot of time thinking about and obsessing about why i had 
to have this contentious relationship with my child about homework  dr.  harris cooper has been studying the benefits 
of homework for years and says doing away with it completely is not a good idea.(dr. harris cooper) studies do show 
even small amounts of homework help kids do better on unit tests. but they also help to begin shape a child's time 
management skills, their organization.doctor cooper also believes homework improves self-discipline and 
achievement.  but he cautions - moderation is key.teachers have a rule that they call the ten minute rule.   you take a 
child's grade and you multiply it by ten, and that's how much time students should be spending.  for fourth-grader 
judah, that would mean about 40 minutes of homework a night.  his mother says families should get to decide how 
to spend their time.there are people that want to do multiplication, flash cards with their kids - and they should, that's 
great. but it shouldn't be mandatory judah's school does recommend that all student read about 30 minutes a night,  
something he does enjoy.  nb, for cbs news, new york.for kindergarteners, experts suggest occasional short, fun tasks  
parents and kids can do together. 
 
date of newscast:   11/07/17    time of newscast:   4 pm   duration:  1:09   story name:   i-surgery day  
description:   hundreds of high school students got a taste of what it's like to go to medical school today. 
health anchor liz bonis is here with details of a special surgery day, liz? this group of students among those today.. 
that attended a live heart surgery at the christ hospital. it's part of a program from the chirst college of nursing and 
health sciences that invites students from all over the tri-state to attend. they watch the surgery --which is a coranary 
artery bypass graft -or triple bypass as it's called -- on a live feed in the auditorium while it's performed.they also heard 
from megan bellinski, a survivor who had a heart attack at age 21, the morning of her college graduation. she now  
reminds all of us, what this day is all about, learning about a career in medicine and heart health, but also taking care 
of our own, brad and paula? 
 
date of newscast: 11/15/17    time of newscast:  5:30 pm    duration: 2:10    story name:  i-family 411: kids and nature  
description: there's new evidence access to nature can improve kids' physical and mental health. lu ann stoia talked 
to parents making outdoor exploration part of their routine -- in this family four- one- one. look how tall this one is. 
unstructured play in the woods.i want to see how big the splash is. for the cherubini family, hands-on learning in 
nature is a priority. being outside, being silly and playing in the leaves and getting dirty is important let's look for some 
decomposers environmental educator sandra reed tells us she can teach science, math and reading outside. research 
by the american academy of pediatrics suggests children who are exposed to nature are better learners.  open creative 
play like this, this is what we don't get anymore and this is what the kids really need to grow up before they even 
enter the school system reed says parental fears of crime, traffic, even of nature itself play a role in keeping kids 
indoors. my kindergarteners, they sit on the grass. some of them won't. they are afraid of the grass. it's okay to get 
scraped knees, scraped elbows and fall down. it's part of growing up and learning how to deal with different 
situations.according to the american academy of child psychiatry the average american child spends 7 minutes a day 
in play outdoors. and seven hours a day in front of a screen. of course it's not all bad.i can't tell you how many apps 
on my phone for bird identification, or track identification so we use technology it's ok for them to be on screens and 
you know have that sort of entertainment. but you also need to be outside and expose them to the world and naturei 
am excited when i see this. and i see mom and i see dad , as a family , in the woods kinda like claiming it back and i 
hope to see more of it lu ann stoia, local 12 news. 
 
date of newscast:   11/24/17   time of newscast:   12 noon    duration:  :26   story name: ohio college credit    
description:  tens of thousands of ohio high schoolers are earning free college credit. the ohio department of 
education says more than 68- thousand students are part of the statewide "college credit plus" program. that's an 
increase from last year.the program allows students to duel- enroll in high school and college. more than 90- percent 
of those participating earned a passing grade.the department says this will help families save 124- million dollars in 
future college tuition. 
 



date of newscast:   11/30/17   time of newscast:  4 pm   duration:  :29   story name:  oh: christmas tree farm   
description:  a northern ohio school for students on the autism spectrum welcomes the holiday spirit.  they're growing 
a christmas tree farm in olmsted township. it helps teach middle and high school students practical skills in unique 
ways.the school's director says students prefer learning by being outdoors to sitting inside a classroom.hollee 
anderson/willow farms director:"they're not looking at it so much a school but more they're having a great time being 
able to outside they're learning and they don't know that they're learning."  in the summer, the school's students 
worked at a produce stand.in the fall, it was a pumpkin patch.now, it is home to a christmas tree farm, and proceeds 
from the sales help fund the school. 
 
date of newscast:   12/08/17   time of newscast:  6 am   duration:  :60   story name:  singing janitor    
description:  some people whistle while they work.  but one ohio school custodian chooses to sing. wilbert knight 
works at an elementary school in steubenville. and his voice carries through the walls. knight is a favorite among 
students and teachers. he's never had any formal training.. but he knows his voice is a gift that's meant to be shared 
with others.robinson9:55-00 mr. knight approached me and said you know i really want to send some positive vibes 
out into the world 7:44-49 a lot of these kids need a hug cause they don't get it at home and i'm there for them mister 
knight also sings at school programs.. and he sings happy birthday to teachers over the p-a system. 
 
date of newscast:   12/13/17    time of newscast:  5 pm    duration:  2:09   story name: i -  young guns   
description:  a child has died in an accidental shooting at least every other day so far this year. nikki battiste visited a 
class where young kids learn how to handle and fire handguns. third-grader brody risen is pulling a trigger for the very 
first time.he's learning how to load and fire a .22 caliber handgun "i like this"during this class called "first shots." it's 
designed for children as young as 8. "the rules for gun safety...the goal of this two hour lesson is to teach gun safety 
while satisfying a child's curiosity about firearms.  brody's father is a gun owner. paul: i think the younger you are the 
more you're comfortable with it around em, the better they are to handle them.in kansas city, kansas, "frontier 
justice" offers birthday parties. (see naomi blow out candles)like this "sweet 16where the bullets fired outnumber the 
candles.    psychologist, sherry hamby, is studying the impact of guns on children. at what age does a child have the 
impulse control and maturity to handle a firearm? ell impulse control and maturity and cognitive capacity are all 
somewhat different things //the more we know about brain development the more you would really have to say mid 
20s"they're impulsive. they're curious"julvonnia and byron mcdowell lost their14 year old son jajuan last year.  his 13 
year old cousin accidentally shot and killed him at relative's house - with an unsecured handgun he *thought* was 
unloaded. even if they go through safety classes, that's not going to prevent them from saying, "look what i can do. 
and just that quick, life can change."as for brody, he's happy he hit the bullseye... what did you learn today in first 
shots i learned the four safety rules which are? never point the gun somewhere or in danger and never but there's a 
lot to remember brody: i forgot.his dad says, they'll be back.nb, cbs news, kansas city, kansas. 
 
date of newscast:   12/21/17   time of newscast:  6 pm   duration:  2:05  story name:  i-sinclair cares smart toys  
description: you better watch out, there's only one weekend left to shop before christmas.  if you still haven't figured 
out the perfect gift for the little ones, we're taking a look at toys that are packed with education.joy lambert did a bit 
of shopping for us. 11-16 kim curtiss mother of two 21-26claudia towles amuse toys co-ownertrt - 2:00 (((pkg)))video 
games, action figures, princesses and ponies.toy store isles and online searches can get exhausting for parents like 
kim curtiss trying to find that perfect holiday gift. kim curtiss/two kids ((in - pay it forward bin)) @ 46:34 i'm always 
looking at mom blogs to see what they're giving and what they recommend.this year the hottest toy isn't one item.  
towles/owner, amuse toys @ 6:24:35 it's a category. what's hot right now is math stem, anything teaching science. 
toy store owner, claudia towles, says toy companies are reinforcing science, technology, engineering and math in their 
products... filling toy aisles with education. claudia towles/owner, amuse toys @ 6:27:30 the reactivity of the magnet 
is a very interesting idea for kids, even though magnatiles are nothing new to store shelves towles says it's a classic 
favorite that promotes early math conceptsâ€¦ as a child ages add to the collection so they can build more complex 
structures. claudia towles/owner, amuse toys @ 6:29:36 think about it, with legos the more pieces they have the more 
they can build. these don't hurt though when you stand on them. (laughs, parent win.) it's never too early to start 



learning.the noggin stick is one of the hottest toys for babies. claudia towles/owner, amuse toys @ 6:32:24 this 
changes color every time you shake it, it helps with visual tracking. ((cut to)) 6:25:36 its educational. now does the 
baby know they're being educated? of course not, but it teaches cause and effect.even barbie is hopping on the stem 
wagon.  claudia towles/owner, amuse toys @ 6:34:17 barbie something very familiar to kids, but stem and engineering 
concept may not be. so this is trickery. 6:34:38 this one's really coolã¢â‚¬â¦ and 6:34:37 i don't know if you've heard 
of the slime craze, this is another one, this is all chemistry.and don't forget family game night.klask is a skill game with 
magnetic control. claudia towles/owner, amuse toys @ 6:35:16 this is one we sell to college kids and 5yos, it's kind of 
like air hockey but without the danger. and it doesn't take that much space. i scored.this holiday season the emphasis 
is on anything that fosters critical thinking and problem solving.for curtiss: kim curtiss/two kids ((in - pay it forward 
bin)) @ 42:15 did you ask santa for something for christmas henry?she's hoping a gift now will also provide henry with 
skills he'll be glad to have later. for sinclair cares, i'm joy lambert.  
 
date of newscast:   12/25/17   time of newscast:  4 pm   duration:  3:41   story name:   i-hamilton sro 
description:  one of the great parts of christmas is sharing our favorite stories.we have one deborah dixon put together 
three weeks ago that really touched our hearts. it's about what happened to hamilton police office earnie huff last 
month and how unexpected brain surgery showed him what he means to others. "ernie talking to students" officer 
earnie huff on the first day of school at hamilton high..always smiling and looking kids in the eyes. it's his 
personality...but it's also his strategy " some don't want to talk to me i make sure i talk to them. make sure they're 
greeted i make sure they are acknowledgedwhen they come by me"officer huff didn't really know how many lives he's 
touched until late last month.he lost his balance at home and seem confused. it turned out an large anyurism was 
ready to rupture. officer huff needed emergency brain surgery " it was risky every one of the contingencies came with 
a unique set of risks. including stroke and death" lori, a teacher at hamilton high school didn't have time to get the 
word out. "our church put out prayer chain officer huff in urgent need of prayer"that's all it took. that message was 
shared hundreds of times. then facebook messages started coming in. "this person said known him since i was a kid 
helped her when teenager, marriage went back...i got messages all day everyday officer huff helped me and now helps 
my own kid" " the way i felt people dropped what they were doing to get the world out" " this is overhelming i want 
to thank everybody, this is wow"officer huff is now  at home  recovering. we unfurled a 20 foot banner for him. it was 
in the school for students to sign, taken down when there was no more room. "you wouldn't have so many people 
doing this if you didn't acknowledge everybodyyou are somebody you are somebody  ( starts to cry) this one says miss 
giving princess wave. " mr huff hope you get well soon miss waving at you i always have coffee always wave getting 
to kids walk across to school"  then there are the hundreds of get well cards. the huffs have read them all " our favorite 
ones are where kids have made miniature officer huffs..aren't they great" after the close call, officer huff says he is 
calculating his life. he wants to do more for the students. but his message will stay the same. " everybody is special" 
" school"deborah dixon local 12 news. officer huff has been cleared to return to the high school after the christimas 
holidays. 
 
 

ISSUE / STATION:  ENVIRONMENT / WKRC: 
date of newscast:   10/05/17    time of newscast:  4 am   duration:  :27   story name:  v-otr is great   
description:  over- the- rhine is one of the best neighborhoods in the country! the american planning association 
named o-t-r one of the top five best neighborhoods.. and calls it a national model for revitalization.the association 
says o-t-r's renaissance boosted its popularity.. and the group praises its rich history.. public spaces like washington 
park.. and its family friendly community events. mayor john cranley declared yesterday "over the rhine great 
neighborhood day" in cincinnati. 
 
date of newscast:   10/10/17   time of newscast:  6 am   duration:  :30    story name:    epa power plan  
description:  e-p-a administrator scott pruitt is expected to withdraw from the clean power plan today.  pruitt and 
majority leader mitch mcconnell were in kentucky yesterday to meet with coal miner and farmers to talk about 
reducing regulations that would have led to coal plants reducing c-o-2 omissions. before the obama- era rule could be 



implemented, several lawsuits led to the supreme court putting a hold on it.it is not clear if the e-p-a will draft new 
rules on greenhouse gases to replace the clean power plan. 
 
date of newscast:   10/16/17   time of newscast:   4 pm   duration:  :20   story name:  orange sky   
description:  and - check this out...the sky over london turned an unusual shade of yellow today.ophelia brought dust 
from the sahara and smoke from wild fires in southern europe that filtered out certain wave lengths of sunlight. while 
winds were moderate in the british capital, the yellow sky surprised londoners. 
 
date of newscast:   10/25/17    time of newscast:  6 pm   duration:  :35   story name:   vo plastic bag  
description: local environmental groups want to take on *little ghosts* -- but this has nothing to do with halloween. 
those single-use plastic bags you get at the store are described as ghosts because discarded ones float around.they 
get into rivers and streams and even clog storm drains.they have also been shown to cause environmental damage.the 
push began today to get the city of cincinnati to ban the use of single use plastic bags. zoey/uc student stores spend 
on average between one thousand  and six thousand a month on plastic bags...that's a lot of money if people were to 
just bring their own bags we could be saving so much and be extremely helpful to the environment city council is 
expected to debate an ordinance to ban plastic bags, but one has not been drafted yet.last year, california became 
the first state to ban single use plastic bags. 
 
date of newscast:   11/02/17    time of newscast:  5 pm    duration:   1:45  story name:  i-climate change   
description:  millions of tourists travel to alaska every year to marvel at its wildlife, national parks and glaciers. but as 
wendy gillete explains, most of those glaciers are shrinking fast. dozens of helicopters make this trip every day. 
bringing tourists to glaciers in alaska. trekkers navigate around crevices and streams.. and even drink from 
them.scientists say these days, there are more areas with water flow because glaciers all over the state are melting 
at a decidedly un-glacial rateâ€¦beginning several decades ago.   shad o'neel is a glaciologist at the alaska science 
center. shad o'neel/usgs glaciologist, alaska science center) "conclusively the data shows the climate is warming in 
alaska."  wendy gillette/glacier bay national park, alaska) "the national park service says there are 100 thousand 
glaciers here in alaska. and that 95 percent of them are getting smaller or have stopped advancing." glacier bay 
national park in alaska was established in part to study the cycles of glaciers.the park's showpiece glacier, margerie, 
had a noticeable loss of ice in just the past year.the changing landscape is even more obvious when you compare 
columbia glacier on the state's south coast.the image on top was taken last month and the one on the bottom, 13 
years ago when no water was visible "the reason that we've been losing so much glacier ice is in part due to warmer 
summers. it's also due in part to a shorter winter."for those experiencing a glacier for the first time, like julie and 
robert broaddus from tulsaâ€¦the changes are concerning. julie broaddus) "it makes me think about my brand new 
grandbabies, who are twins, three months old. will they be able to take a trip like this when they're my age?" track 8: 
more than half of the ice that makes up alaska's glaciers is expected to be gone by the end of the century.wendy 
gillette, cbs news, glacier bay national park, alaska. 
 
date of newscast:   11/06/17     time of newscast:   5:30 pm    duration:  :22    story name:    celina drone video 
description:  drone video out celina in mercer county, ohio.. shows part of the damage left by a tornado that tore 
through the small city this weekend. you can see the roof of a dollar general store had extensive damage. 
the national weather service has confirmed that in total 3 tornadoes touched down in mercer county yesterday. 
at least 8 people were injured and tens of thousands were left without power. 
 
date of newscast:   11/14/17    time of newscast:  4:30 am    duration:   :25   story name:  iran/iraq quake   
description:  iran's government has declared today a national day of mourning following a massive earthquake. 
the death toll is now up to 445.  and esimated 7, 370 others were injured in the magnitude seven-point-three quake 
which struck near the border with iraq sunday.more than half the casualties are from a kurdish-majority town in the 
kermansh province.the only hospital in that town was heavily damage and the army has now set up field hospitals. 
 



date of newscast:   11/22/17    time of newscast:   6 pm   duration:  :45   story name:  water works stuff    
description:  cincinnati's drinking water is taken from the ohio river. city manager harry black says a company called 
*m-and-g polymers* in apple grove, west virginia has been discharging a chemical called *one-four-dioxane* into the 
ohio river. black says low levels of the substance have been found in our water.there is no known information on low-
level exposure ... but high levels have potentially been linked to cancer. the state of west virginia is trying to reduce 
the amount of discharge.  but black says the company is fighting that.so our local water works will look into possible 
legal options to keep the chemicals out of the ohio.    
 
date of newscast:  11/30/17    time of newscast:  6 am     duration:  :25    story name:  end of hurricane season    
description:  today marks the last day of the 2017 hurricane season. for many it couldn't end soon enough. 2017 was 
the most expensive hurricane season on record.there were 17 named storms.. ten of them were hurricanes. 
for the first time ever, three of them reached hurricane three status- harvey in texas, irma in florida, and maria in 
puerto rico.the reported death toll this year stands at 438.. and it cost more than 200- billion dollars worth of damage. 
 
date of newscast:  12/06/17    time of newscast:  11 pm    duration:   :26   story name:  v-fire still goin’ nuts   
description: taking a live look now at the wildfires in california tonight.    4 fires burning . one of them in the famous 
"bel air" neighborhood.  take a look at what that fire looked like this morning. this is from interstate 405..one of the 
busiest in the nation. thousands of acres and hundreds of structures are destroyed.   and the air quality has gotten so 
bad residents are wearing masks.      and things might get worse. because of high winds. 
     
date of newscast:   12/13/17     time of newscast:  6 am     duration:   :50    story name:  ca fires update   
description: california firefighters are struggling to contain devastating wildfires.. and there's a new fire this morning. 
the fires have scorched more than a quarter of a million acres combined. more than a thousand structures have been 
destroyed.. and the flames are threatening more.the thomas fire is the fifth largest in state history.it's about 25- 
percent contained right now. william peitzke / resident: "last night here was epic. the whole range behind us was on 
fire. the sound of the fire was actually roaring." wind conditions are improving.so firefighters are making progress in 
battling the flames.a brush fire flared up but firefighters were able to put it out quickly.    meantime, inviestigators 
determined the cause of one of the fires.they say the skirball fire.. which burned 400 acres.. was caused by an illegal 
cooking fire at an encampment in a brush area. 
 
date of newscast:  12/19/17    time of newscast:  6 am    duration: :25     story name:  v-cali wildfires   
description:  firefighters in california... are getting ready to work over the holidays. they are making progress on the 
fires in southern california.. which started december 4th.but they are only fifty percent contained.and the santa ana 
winds are headed back this week... which could fan the flames.nearly 84 hundred firefighters from about a dozen 
states are working to battle the fires.more than 100 thousand people have been forced from their homes. 
 
date of newscast:   12/27/17    time of newscast:  6 am    duration:  :25    story name:  winter weather   
description: millions of americans are waking up to freezing temperatures that may stick around all week.  erie, 
pennsylvania broke the state record with more than 50 inches of snow. temperatures in chicago hovered around zero 
degrees.and city leaders in baltimore issued a code- blue advisory.. warning residents about hypthermia and carbon 
monoxide poisoning. in new york city, visitors are being told to bundle up to watch the new year's eve ball drop. 
 
ISSUE / STATION:  MEDICAL / WKRC:  
date of newscast:   10/03/17    time of newscast:  4 pm   duration:  1:45   story name:   i-weight teasing  
description:  a warning today from health care providers about a new trend in bullying. health anchor liz bonis joins 
us now -- to share the real danger of *fat shaming.* it's so common now there's a new name for it.  shaming those 
that are overweight --is now considered a form of bullying called *weight teasing.*  specialists with the eating recovery 
center, say it's also leading to serious consequences such as a rise in eating disorders ,, into adulthood. {** wipe to 
full screen **} researchers say when 2-thousand school aged children were asked about teasing by other kids, or 



family members about their weight 15 years later ,, they found those who answered yes, were more likely to be obese 
adults.for girls ,, the impact is even worse, it appears to lead to an increase in binge eating , unhealthy weight control 
eating to cope, poor body imagee and intense dieting.{*on cam*} based on this information, medical experts with the 
eating recovery center say it's important for parents to be aware of what can happen -- even years  later,, and really 
start with family support, to interrupt any bullying behavior. 
 
date of newscast:  10/11/17   time of newscast:  11 pm   story name:   v-tattoos & health   
description:  your next tattoo might be able to help track your health.   researchers at harvard medical school and mit 
have designed new tattoo ink that changes color according to your biochemistry  so if your glucose levels increase.. 
the green in your tattoo will darken to brown  the team used pig skin samples to test the ink. 
so, it's still got a ways to go.. but early tests are promising. 
 
date of newscast:   10/17/17    time of newscast:  9 am   duration:  :29    story name:   gestational diabetes  
description:  a new study looks at what can be done to lower the risk of heart disease for women who have had 
gestational diabetes. those women may be able to reduce or even eliminate their risk for cardiovascular disease later 
in life -- if -- they follow a healthy lifestyle after they give birth. the study is from the national institutes of health.it 
also found women with gestational diabetes who did not adopt a healthy lifestyle had a 43- percent higher risk of 
heart disease.their risk was especially high for heart attack and stroke. 
 
date of newscast:   10/24/17   time of newscast:   9 am   duration:  :19    story name:   botox migraines  
description:   and though it's better known for treating wrinkles... botox may bring significant relief to children and 
teenagers with migraines. a study at u-c irvine tracked young people who do not respond to traditional medicines. it 
found those treated with botox injections had fewer headaches... it also found that they were less painful headachess. 
 
date of newscast:   10/31/17   time of newscast:  6 pm   duration:  :36   story name:   kids ptsd-vo  
description:  new studies show what living in a toxic environment can do to children -- everything from emotional and 
physical abuse or neglect to sexual abuse. its biological consequences to a child's brain was the topic at an event for 
professionals in clermont county today.children's hospital child abuse team director doctor robert shapiro talked 
about how toxic stress can affect a child's wiring.behavior such as inability to focus in class may be about what's 
happening at home. "when we see behaviors, remember some of the behaviors might be caused by what happened 
to children not what's wrong with children it opens a host of intervention possibilities to improve outcome" the 
clermont county event is part of domestic violence awareness month. we have links to domestic violence hotlines at 
local 12 dot- com.click "get it"  at the top of the home page. 
 
date of newscast:  11/10/17    time of newscast:  6 pm   duration:   1:50 
story name:    i-mermaid exercise   description:   the latest trend in water aerobics combines fitness with fantasy. 
danielle nottingham shows us how a mermaid tail can give you an intense workout.  at the hotel del coronado in san 
diego, a mythical creature is coming to life. sot: holly edgin, student mermaid) "that's my favorite part is to actually 
get to be a mermaid  "(track 2) olly edgin isn't shy about slipping on colorful fins and diving into this under the sea 
workout called mermaid fitness. (sot: holly edgin, student mermaid)  "it was more fun than i could've ever 
anticipated"(track 3)splashing around in fish tails may be fun, but isolating your legs in fins for 45 minutes is also 
intense cardio and strength training. sot: molly dilworth, certified fitness instructor) "part of that entails getting their 
heart rate up,  get their core activated and working, to get their biceps and triceps,  upper body"   (nats: students 
doing crunches) "keep it up, keep it up"track 4)and it's not just mermaids even "mermen" -like taylor ames- are giving 
it a try. sot: taylor ames, student merman)danielle: what kind of workout did you get? taylor: there's a fair  amount 
of abs  involved in it.  like my abs are really hurting right now sitting up straight"(track 5)holly says the low impact 
workout is helping her burn fat and build muscle   (holly edgin, student mermaid)"your triceps are burning just trying 
to stay afloat , your shoulders, your core really engaging because of the weight of the water on your fins"track 6 ) and 
she gets to live out a childhood fantasy.nats (track 7)    danielle nottingham, cbs news, san diego, california.  



  
date of newscast:   11/13/17   time of newscast:  11 pm   duration: :32   story name:   v-blood pressure update  
description:   half of all americans likely have high blood pressure   that's according to new guidelines out today from 
the american heart association. the definition of high has been 140 over 90 for decades.   now, it's 130 over 80.  that 
adds 31 million more americans to the hypertension list.     doctors say only a small number of them would need 
medication.. "that would mean they would have to exercise more, have a better diet - a diet that is low in sodium, 
restrict alcohol and lower stress."   heart disease and stroke are the two biggest killers worldwide.   New  
recommendations include taking regular readings at home.. and getting two readings during a doctor's visit.. and then 
averaging them. 

date of newscast:   11/24/17    time of newscast:  9 am    duration:  :25    story name:    ky hepatitis 
description:  kentucky health leaders say they are seeing a dramatic rise in hepatitis a cases compared to recent years. 
the kentucky department of public health says 31 cases have been reported this year.that's a 50- percent rise over 
the average 20 cases per year.the office is now declaring it an outbreak.patients are showing signs of the illness.. but 
no one has died.the disease has been reported in nearly a dozen counties.. but none in northern kentucky. 
 
date of newscast:  11/29/17     time of newscast:  4 pm    duration:  1:20      story name:  l-ohio diabetes      
description: in health headlines today.. the american medical association , has just announced that ohio is on the list 
of eight additional states now being targeted for diabetes prevention. the goal is to help people find out about risks, 
before they are diagnosed with type two diabetes.nine out of ten people are living with pre-diabetes symptoms, and 
don't know it.so the a-m-a says thegoal is to hold special education and screening events.  they hope to help cut in 
half the risk that these symptoms  will progress to the real thing.endocringologists at saint elizabeth healthcare tell us 
preventing blood sugar swings especially,  may make a difference in extending your life.there aren't a lot of long term 
studies on this yet -- <dr. brad eilerman/ st. elizabeth healthcare / runs 15 seconds/ 22: 38:00 but there have been 
some short term studies particularly in the inpatient area, where we showed that when we are able to maintain even 
blood glucoses people do better in regard to mortality and cardiovascular disease so we think that willextend to the 
long term now tonight at six --we have a newer device, that could help in diabetes management. it may prevent the 
need for insulin shots.we'll share more from the endocrine team at saint elizabeth  on just who might benefit from 
getting it. 
 
date of newscast:   12/07/17     time of newscast:   6 am     duration:  :20   story name:   pain stimulator  
description:  a new device approved by the f-d-a could help some people cope with chronic pain without using 
prescription pain killers.  it's a small implantable spinal stimulator.it uses electrical pulses to block the pain signal to 
the brain.previous models were bulky and needed frequent charging. but the recently approved device is about the 
size of a pacemaker.risks including bleeding and infection. 
 
date of newscast: 12/13/17     time of newscast:  9 am    duration:  :20    story name:  younger diabetics   
description:  new this morning -- younger diabetics can face serious complications a new study in denmark finds type- 
two diabetes patients under the age of 45 are at a higher risk of developing heart, kidney and eye problems.   
researchers found many younger patients had higher cholesterol and blood sugar levels and almost the same 
hypertension levels as elderly diabetes patients. 
 
date of newscast:   12/20/17   time of newscast:  11 pm   duration:  :29   story name:  v-eat yo (leafy) greens   
description:  our parents always told us to eat our vegetables. new research gets more specific: eat leafy vegetables. 
the study followed almost a thousand people for 5 years. this is what they found: the more leafy greens they ate, the 
better shape their memory was in.  things like spinach, kale and collard greens. researchers say the people who ate 
the most.. were 11 years younger in brain age than those who ate the least."older adults who consumed leafy greens 
in their diet -- the equivalent of about a cup and a half a day -- they have lower risk of developing memory deficits 
associated with dementia."    the darker, the better. greens with dark leaves have more nutrients. 



 
date of newscast:   12/27/17   time of newscast:  9 am   duration:   :24   story name:  calcium vitamin d   
description:  a study in the "journal of the american medical association" finds calcium and vitamin- d supplements 
do not protect older adults from hip fractures and other bone breaks. the study reports calcium and vitamin- d offer 
no real benefits for the bones of older americans... but the study also found doctors often prescribe calcium and 
vitamin- d to older patients with osteoporosis, even though previous studies have shown mixed results. 
 

 
ISSUE / STATION:  MINORITY / WKRC: 
date of newscast:   10/03/17   time of newscast:   6 pm   duration:  :32   story name:  poverty head   
description:  cincinnati's childhood poverty collaborative has a new leader.  the group picked doctor karen 
bankston.she is an associate dean at the university of cincinnati college of nursing.the collaborative began two years 
ago, as local groups and community leaders looked for ways to combat cincinnati's high rate of childhood poverty. 
among her goals is to hear from families who need help about what can best fix problems of poverty.   dr. karen 
bankston/phdi really want to have people who are livng the experience right now rally tell us this is the direction we 
should go...when we come up with these strategies i want the to say abcd or f. bankston takes over the collaborative 
in december. 
   
date of newscast:   10/11/17   time of newscast:  11 pm    duration:  :36   story name:  v-gay minister   
description:  an ancient struggle between church law and church freedom could cost a pastor at clifton united 
methodist his job.  the reason: he's openly gay.     reverend david meredith has been openly living with his partner for 
about 30 years -- as long as he's been preaching the gospel.    it became an issue when the two were married last 
may.. and complaints started coming in.. followed by church charges.     meredith says he may lose his credentials.. 
but not his ministry. "i have complete confidence that who i am and how i live is pleasing in god's sight." "in many 
respects he's a pretty typical minister. in many of his appointments throughout his career he's been successful in 
growing congregations. he's just really good at caring for his flock."  meredith will appear before a church committe 
on investigations.. the first step in what could lead to a church trial.  there will be a rally of support for him before 
sunday's hearing. 
 
date of newscast:   10/16/17    time of newscast:   12 noon    duration:  :24   story name:  101 yo firefighter   
description: "you don't get tired. tired! i have never used that word in my life," glenn brubaker is 101 years old. but 
don't let his age, cane, or hearing aid fool you. he's been volunteering at the urbana volunteer fire department in 
frederick county, maryland for more than 40 years. at 101, he has an energetic spirit and infectious smile.  most days, 
you can find him helping out in the kitchen. glenn said his secret to longevity is kindness and generosity. he has six 
grandchildren and nine great grandchildren.  
  
date of newscast:   10/24/17    time of newscast:   6 pm    duration:   :33   story name:   police honor flight  
description:  a group of local veterans is in washington d-c today as part of a special program to fly them to see the 
memorials erected to their service. what makes this latest "honor flight" unique -- all of the vets are members of 
local law enforcement.cincinnati police make up more than half of the retired officers on the flight, which is provided 
to them free of cost.a dozen active officers are serving as escorts. the group held a departure ceremony at 5:30 this 
morning and will return late tonight.  local 12 news is traveling with the group and we'll bring you their stories in the 
coming days  
 
date of newscast:   11/02/17    time of newscast:  4 pm    duration:  :24   story name:  bengals help build   
description:  some cincinnati bengals are helping a family in need the bengals are teaming up with the hillman group 
to support habitat for humanity.today, bengals legends and bengals began building a new home on mcpherson avenue 
in east price hill.this is part of hillman's "keys for a cause" outreach. all this month...  hillman will donate a portion of 
all bengals keys and key chains sold in the greater cincinnati area to habitat for humanity. 



 
date of newscast:  11/07/17    time of newscast:  5:30 pm    duration:  :23    story name:   drop your drawers  
description:  a local library is helping students feel more comfortable throughout their day. campbell county kicked 
off a "drop your drawers" campaign.  you buy packages of new underwear and donate them off at any of the library's 
three locations.they'll be sent out to every elementary school in the county to help kids in need.   the drive continues 
through the end of the year.organizers hope to get at least six- thousand pairs. 
 
date of newscast:   11/16/17    time of newscast:  6 am   duration: :45   story name:  lotta instruments   
description: *nats saxophone* neil is the youngest person to play the most number of instruments.  he plays 44 world 
instruments.neil learned most of the instruments by ear.. but he does have 12 music teachers.neil's father says his 
son's love for music started with mozart that they played for him while he was still in the womb. neil hopes to learn 
100 instruments. 
 
date of newscast:   11/20/17    time of newscast:  11 pm    duration:  :25    story name:  local rhodes scholar    
description:  only 32 people in the united states have the distinction of being a rhodes scholar every year. 
this year.. one of them is from cincinnati. 21 year old camille borders will study the global slave trade in oxford next 
year. the ursuline academy alum is currently a senior history major at washington university in saint louis. 
she also founded washington university students in solidarity to address police brutality and racial profiling. 
 
date of newscast:   11/29/17    time of newscast:  6 pm    duration:  1:50    story name:    i-change court graduation 
description: three women celebrate a milestone. they've graduated from *change court*, which helps women who've 
been charged with prostitution stay clean. the court is one part of fighting the heroin epidemic. ngenette levy 
introduces us to the graduates. "today you are being recognized for your hard work and dedication to getting your 
life back on track."   it's a big day for amy kennedy.. she's worked hard for two years.. and today she graduated from 
change court.  amy kennedy:  "i was just tired of being out there. i was tired of shooting up everyday, wondering 
where i'm going to get money to get my next fix." kennedy was one of the inspirations for the program.a cincinnati 
police officer met her in over-the-rhine when she was using heroin and a victim of human trafficking. t took a few 
arrests... but she stayed in the program. amanda taylor and christine love are also celebrating graduation.  amanda 
taylor:  "it's a lot easier now. you know now that my mind is cleared and i see all of the blessings that come from being 
clean."  christine love:  "this last two years hasn't been easy but i did it. i want to say how proud i am of my sisters that 
are graduating with me today." change court offers the women support... with weekly court meetings with judge 
heather russell.  judge heather russell: "i expect you all to go to a meeting tonight. i couldn't be more serious because 
tiaras and tv's will not keep you in recovery." not everyone makes it... but they're always welcome to come back. amy 
kennedy says she'll never leave. amy kennedy: "i'm still coming to court every week even though i'm graduating i'm 
still welcome to come and i'm still going to do that." angenette levy, local 12 news. this was the third class of change 
court graduates. graduates have the criminal records expunged once they complete the program so they can find a 
job. 
 
date of newscast:   12/05/17    time of newscast:  11 pm   duration: 1:01    story name: v-gender identity    
description:  now a story you saw first on local 12 news.  the case of a transgender teen is now in a hamilton county 
courtroom.  job and family services is seeking temporary custody of the child or placement in another home, because 
the teen doesn't feel safe living with the parents.    court documents say the teen has been seeing a therapist to help 
with the transition, but the parents  stopped the sessions, saying they only want a christian therapist.the parties were 
in court,  but media was not allowed to stay for the hearing. "i'm wondering if an accurate media presentation might 
be helpful' "i can see it being helpful if it were separate and not specifics of  beep's situation" "we believe this is a 
private matter we want to keep it confidential"  in this complaint, the teen reported being forced to sit in a room and 
listen to  scriptures for six hours at a time. the complaint says hospital professionals believe the teen is at risk of suicide 
if put back in the home.the parents filed a federal complaint against the county agency saying their child was kept at 



childrens hospital for four weeks without consent.    we are not giving specifics about the child to protect the teen.  
but we feel this story is an important one to tell.we'll let you know what the court decides. 
 
date of newscast:   12/14/17    time of newscast:   12 noon    duration: :24   story name:  changing gears   
description:  a non- profit called "changing gears".. is changing lives. changing gears helps people who are working 
their way out of poverty.. earn a vehicle through their program.people donate cars.volunteers fix them up.and clients 
work their way towards being car owners.clients have to go through financial courses, plan budgets, and help fix up 
donated cars.the goal is to empower families.. helping them get around without public transportation. 
 
date of newscast:  12/18/17    time of newscast:  6 pm   duration:  :26  story name: va toy donation drop    
description: the holidays will be brighter for some local veterans and their families. today xavier univerisity's student 
veterans center dropped toys to the v- a medical center.the group held a toy drive on campus to help veterans who 
are struggling. the toy drive for the v- a's parenting program began three years ago. dr lindsay riegler/parenting 
program directorwithout the toys donated by the xavier veterans center these children may not have christmas and 
as a result we now have toys we can use for the parenting program and then these ladies are able to take the toys 
back and give them to homeless veterans and those in needthe toy drive has expanded each year.this year there was 
enough to help the v-a's homeless outreach program as well. 
 
date of newscast:  12/28/17    time of newscast:  4 pm   duration:  :43    story name:  retiring officer event   
description:  the cincinnati police department is celebrating the accomplishments of its officers. today, the 
department held a ceremony to honor its longest police sergeant and to promote two new police sergeants. 
"todd ploehs" and "craig copenhaver" are the department's newest police sergeants....and sergeant thomas reid was  
honored during his last day of work.reid has worked at the department for 45 years.he's served in a number of jobs 
and shifts over the years.during the ceremony... chief elliot isaac shared more about reid's impact in the department: 
"i've had the distinct pleasure to work with tom several times throughout my career... more specifically 20 years ago 
when i was a brand new sergeant... i worked in the same shift as tom. it was one of the highlights of my career... and 
to see him still endure this long and tom just on behalf of the city.. and the department and the community of 
cincinnati. we want to thank you for your service." coming up on local 12 news live at six... meghan mongillo will takes 
us through sergeant reid's last day on the job... and shares the most memorable moments he recalls from his nearly 
5 decades serving our city. 
 
ISSUE / STATION:  POLITICAL / WKRC: 
date of newscast:   10/4/2017     time of newscast:   5 pm     duration:   :44   story name:  tillerson tension - vo     
description:  president trump says today he remains confident in secretary of state rex tillerson -- despite public 
tension between the two fueling questions whether another cabinet resignation could be imminent.  over the 
weekend, the president publicly contradicted tillerson's handling of the crisis with north korea.    the secretary 
delivered a statement today denying that he ever considered abandoning his job as the nation's top diplomat.he 
disputed what he called "erroneous" reports he was on the verge of resigning this summer, amid mounting policy 
disputes with the white house. "i have answered that question repeatedly. for some reason it continues to be 
misreported. there has never been a consideration in my mind to leave. i serve at the appointment of the president 
and i'm here for as long as the president feels i can be useful to achieving his objectives." tillerson did *not deny a 
story that he called the president a "moron," after a contentious july 20th meeting at the pentagon -- although a state 
department spokesperson this afternoon said tillerson did not use that word. 
 
date of newscast:   10/11/17     time of newscast:  9 am     duration:  :19    story name:    trump trudeau 
description:  president trump is meeting with canadian prime minister justin trudeau today at the white house. 
then the president is traveling to harrisburg, pennsylvania. while there, mister trump is expected to make a pitch for 
the republican plan to overhaul the nation's tax system. president trump rolled out a blueprint for that plan last 
month. 



 
date of newscast:   10/18/17     time of newscast:   6 am    duration: :25    story name:   congress opioids  
description:  president donald trump has to pick a new nominee to be the next drug czar. pennsylvania congressman 
tom marino withdrew his name to be the new head of the u-s drug enforcement agency. marino came under fire after 
a 60 minutes report showed that a law he sponsored .. limited the d-e-a in fighting the opioid epidemic.  the measure 
passed unanimously.. now a new bill is in the works to repeal the law. 
 
date of newscast:   10/24/17    time of newscast:  11 pm    duration:  1:41    story name:  i-gop family fued   
description:     president trump is facing a growing battle within his own  party.   two republican senators publicly went 
after him today.mola lenghi reports from capitol hill  -nats/sot- mr. president, i will not be complicit or silent arizona 
senator jeff flake took to the senate floor to announce he won't seek reelection next year...before taking aim at 
president trump: (sot sen. jeff flake/ r-az) the personal attacks, the threats against principles, freedoms and 
institution//none of these appalling features of our current politics should ever be regarded as normal."like 
flake...tennessee senator bob corker, who is also retiring at the end of his term...openly criticized mister trump:(sot 
sen. bob corker/ r-tn) the president has great difficulty with the truth on many issues earlier in the day...president 
trump blasted corker on twitter...calling him incompetent and a lightweight...who couldn't get elected dog catcher in 
tennessee.(sot sarah huckabee sanders/ wh press secretary) "i think that they were not likely to be reelected, and i 
think that shows that the support is more behind this president than it is those two individuals." (standup: mola lenghi/ 
cbs news/ capitol hill) all of the turmoil within the gop came as president trump met with republican senators on 
capitol hill for the first time...trying to push his tax overhaul.(sot sen. lindsey graham/r-sc) tax cuts is absolutely 
imperative to our success. he reinforced that. outside the lunch...the president's feuds dominated the discussion:(sot 
sen. james risch/ r-id) we are a robust party of ideas. we have disagreements all the time. (sot sen. richard blumenthal/ 
d-ct) what donald trump is doing to the country i think appalls many of my republican colleagues outside the 
lunch...the president's feuds dominated the discussion:(sot sen. james risch/ r-id) we are a robust party of ideas. we 
have disagreements all the time.  (sot sen. richard blumenthal/ d-ct) what donald trump is doing to the country i think 
appalls many of my republican colleagues senate majority leader mitch mcconnell refused to weigh in on the 
drama...saying he remains focused on achieving the president's agenda. mola lenghi cbs news capitol hill. 
 
date of newscast:   11/01/17    time of newscast:   6 am    duration: :50   story name:  obama summit   
description:  former president barack obama is hoping to inspire a new generation of leaders. he and prince harry 
kicked off the first ever obama foundation summit yesterday.about 500 civic leaders from chicago and around the 
world are attending the 2- day event.mister obama says he community leaders can spark positive change. "i didn't 
really set the world on fire. i didn't lead a movement. but what i did learn is that oridnary people in local communities 
can do extraodinary things when they're given a chance, when they're voices are heard, when they come together, 
when they recognize themselves in each other. michelle obama is expected to speak today.the summit will also 
include musical guests chance the rapper, gloria estefan, and the national. 
 
date of newscast:  11/07/17    time of newscast:  5:30 pm   duration:  :44   story name:  national elections   
description:  nationally, voters in virginia and new jersey are picking new governors in contests that could be an early 
referendum on president trump. today's elections pit two democrats against two republicans who have kept the 
president at arm's length. in new jersey, democrat phil murphy holds a double- digit lead over republican lieutenant 
governor kim guadagno in the race to replace chris christie.most polls in virginia show republican ed gillespie within 
striking distance of democrat ralph northam.the stakes are high as both parties seek momentum ahead of next year's 
midterm elections.democrats haven't won any special elections for congress this year -- and the next virginia governor 
will have a major say in the state's next round of redistricting, when congressional lines are drawn. 
 
date of newscast:   11/15/17    time of newscast:  5:30 pm   duration:  :26   story name:   cordray governor  
description:  it looks like a familiar name will enter the race for ohio governor. richard cordray announced plans to 
step down as director of the consumer financial protection bureau. president obama appointed him to be the first 



person to hold that post -- which was created after the 2008 economic crisis.he will leave by the end of this month 
and multiple sources say it's so he can run for governor in his home state.cordray would join a field of at least five 
other democrats. 
 
date of newscast:   11/22/17   time of newscast:   5:30 pm   duration:   :25   story name:  and there’s roy   
description:   controversial u.s. senate candidate roy moore now *officially* has the backing of president trump. for 
trump, it's not so much a question of who to believe regarding the sexual assault allegations against moore. rather, 
the president says the u.s. senate cannot afford to have another democrat.   doug jones is that democrat. his latest 
campaign ad uses ivanka trump's words on the subject of child predators. alabamans go to the polls december 12th. 
 
date of newscast:   11/29/17     time of newscast:  4 pm    duration: :23   story name:  north korea sanctions   
description:  president trump is promising more penalties against north korea after the launch of another ballistic 
missile.   the president said he spoke with chinese leader xi jinping (shee jihn-peeng)) about north korea's provocative 
action..a statement about the conversation says trump made it clear that the u-s would defend itself and its allies.it 
also said china will have to convince north korea to return to the path of denuclearization. 
date of newscast:   12/04/17   time of newscast:   5 pm   duration:  :30    story name:  trump and flynn   
description:  president trump lobbed new criticism as the special counsel's russia investigation.the president told 
reporters he feels very badly for former national security advisor michael flynn who pleaded guilty friday to lying to 
the f- b- i about reaching out to russians on the president's behalf. mister trump called the situation unfair. over the 
weekend, the president tweeted that he was aware that flynn had lied to the fbi.later president trump's lawyer said 
he had crafted that tweet and not the president. 
  
date of newscast:   12/12/17   time of newscast:   11 pm    duration:  :35  story name:  i-alabama sentate result  
description:       good evening.there is a political earthquake underway tonight in alabama. this extremely conservative 
state has elected doug jones, a democrat to the u.s. senate. jones has just stepped up to the podium in alabama  let's 
listen in. here are the latest numbers  with more than 95-percent of the vote in.    the victory is only about 1-percent 
but it represents about 13-thousand votes.    about 3-months ago, he was considered to be an extreme long shot. 
jones is alabama born and bred. the 63 year old grew up just outside birmingham.  the private attorney got his start 
in politics as an aide to the last democrat elected to the u.s. senate from alabama -- the late howell heflin.  he made 
a name for himself prosecuting two kkk members for the bombing of birmingham's 16th street baptist church.. a 
brutal crime that killed four black girls in 1963   as for roy moore, he says he will not concede.   his campaign says 
there are more votes to be counted and moore's supporters have been asked to pray.      if and when he takes the 
stage.. we will go to him live  
 
date of newscast:   12/19/17   time of newscast:  9 am   duration:  :39   story name:  jill stein investigation 
description: new this morning -- senate investigators are expanding their russia meddling probe to include green party 
presidential candidate jill stein.  stein attended the same gala for a russian state television broadcaster in 20-15 
attended by former national security adviser michael flynn.photos show her seated at a table with flynn and russian 
president vladimir putin. stein said earlier this year she was there to try to convince russia to stop bombing syria. 
senate intelligence chairman richard burr says his committee is looking into two campaigns.. but he won't say which 
other one is part of it... investigators have already spoken to numerous officials from the trump and clinton campaigns. 
 
date of newscast: 12/28/17     time of newscast:  4 pm    duration:  :33   story name:  doug jones certified   
description:  new at 4...alabama officials have certified democrat doug jones as the winner of the special election. 
jones defeated republican roy moore by about 22-thousand  votes on december 12th  and became the first democratic 
senate victory in a quarter-century in alabama. moore was dogged by accusations of sexual misconduct involving 
teenage girls that occurred decades ago.he refused to concede the race and filed a last-ditch lawsuit this week saying 
there were voting irregularities that needed to be investigated. a judge rejected his claims. alabama officials also say 
they found no evidence of fraud. 



 
ISSUE / STATION:   YOUTH / WKRC: 
date of newscast:   10/04/17      time of newscast: 6 pm    duration:  :25     story name:   bully bill   
description:  school bullies who repeatedly torment their victims would face criminal charges under a new proposal 
from an ohio state lawmaker. the bill would create a criminal charge -- aggravated bullying.police could use it if 
students threaten peers with physical or emotional harm.in juvenile court, those younger than 18 could face house 
arrest, juvenile detention and a $150 fine.those 18 and older could face up to 60 days in jail and a $150 fine. 
 
date of newscast:   10/10/17    time of newscast:  11 pm   duration:  :30    story name:  v-adoption on cam    
description:   we have a story for you tonight that is sure to warm your heart. it's the reaction from a young girl.. the 
moment she learns she's being adopted:    surveillance video captured the moment tannah butterfield found out.    it's 
the school's office manager who got to tell her.. and tannah was so happy.. she couldn't let go!  the 11 year old had 
been with her foster parents for two years.. and had hoped they would become her forever parents.   she says if you 
wish for something long enough.. it may just come true. 
 
date of newscast:   10/18/17   time of newscast:   6 am    duration:  1:10   story name:  local karate kid    
description: a local karate kid is getting ready to leave for europe.. to represent the united states.15- year- old brody 
jacobs of fairfield.. or deuce.. as he's known practices inside the cincinnati shotokan karate do. deuce says competition 
drives him to do better. and that's why he's going to spain next week.he will represent the u-s in the world karate 
federation world championships. deuce will be competing against some of the best fighters in the world. "  is an 
outstanding young individual men like him come across on very rarely. " "his ability to comprehend on the spot. 
adjustments that are needed for the explosion, transition and presentation of the kata is very very special. "  the world 
karate federation is setting the rules for the upcoming 2020 olympic games in tokyo.  that will be the first games for 
karate.there's a small chance deuce could be there.. but he is eyeing 2024 as the target. 
 
date of newscast:   10/25/17    time of newscast:   6 pm    duration:  :39    story name:   kilee hospital  
description: a local student is honored for giving back to the hospital that saved her life. today, kilee brookbank was 
on hand as shriners hospital named a family care unit in her honor. kilee has worked to raise money for shriner's. in 
november of 2014 she was injured in an explosion at her georgetown  home. kilee, who was 16 at the time suffered 
second and third-degree burns over nearly half her body.she spent more than a month at shriner's and her mission to 
give back started right after she got out. kilee brookbankshriner's did a lot for me and my family while i was here and 
we want continue to show our gratitude towards them we want them to know we're very gratful for every thiing that 
they've done for us and we feel like this is the way to do it because shriner's is a donation based  hospital she set up 
the kilee brookbank foundation.    it's raised nearly 200-thousand dollars for shriner's mainly through a celebrity golf 
tournament and donations. 
 
date of newscast:   10/31/2017    time of newscast:   6 pm    duration: :36     story name: kids ptsd-vo    
description: new studies show what living in a toxic environment can do to children -- everything from emotional and 
physical abuse or neglect to sexual abuse. its biological consequences to a child's brain was the topic at an event for 
professionals in clermont county today. children's hospital child abuse team director doctor robert shapiro talked 
about how toxic stress can affect a child's wiring.behavior such as inability to focus in class may be about what's 
happening at home. "when we see behaviors, remember some of the behaviors might be caused by what happened 
to children not what's wrong with children it opens a host of intervention possibilities to improve outcome" the 
clermont county event is part of domestic violence awareness month. we have links to domestic violence hotlines at 
local 12 dot- com.   click "get it"  at the top of the home page. 
 
date of newscast:   11/07/17   time of newscast:   4:30 am   duration:  :60    story name:   v-drop your drawers  
description:  a local library system is in the midst of a big effort to help local kids feel more comfortable at school.  the 
"drop your drawers" campaign at the campbell county libraries is an underwear donation drive.  the library had been 



hearing many reports that not all students ini campbell county schools had clean underwear to wear to school.there's 
also the issue of having replacement underwear on hand at schools in the case of an accident. this is the third year 
the libraries are doing this.   and now other libraries are interested in doing it.  there are 50 counties in the state this 
year that are interested in doing it. and then louisiana, indiana, and florida libraries have contacted us to do it. we're 
the first to do it.   you can drop off brand-new packages of underwear at any  campbell county library branch. there 
are three locations... one in cold spring, one in fort thomas, and one in newport.the underwear drive continues 
through the end of the year.they hope to get at least six thousand pairs of underwear.    you can see an extended 
story on this effort coming up on local 12 news at 9 a-m. 
 
newscast: 11/15/17     time of newscast:  5:30 pm    duration: 2:10   story name:  i-family 411: kids and nature   
description: there's new evidence access to nature can improve kids' physical and mental health. lu ann stoia talked 
to parents making outdoor exploration part of their routine -- in this family four- one- one. look how tall this one is. 
unstructured play in the woods.i want to see how big the splash is. for the cherubini family, hands-on learning in 
nature is a priority. being outside, being silly and playing in the leaves and getting dirty is important let's look for some 
decomposers environmental educator sandra reed tells us she can teach science, math and reading outside. research 
by the american academy of pediatrics suggests children who are exposed to nature are better learners.  open creative 
play like this, this is what we don't get anymore and this is what the kids really need to grow up before they even 
enter the school system reed says parental fears of crime, traffic, even of nature itself play a role in keeping kids 
indoors. my kindergarteners, they sit on the grass. some of them won't. they are afraid of the grass. it's okay to get 
scraped knees, scraped elbows and fall down. it's part of growing up and learning how to deal with different situations. 
according to the american academy of child psychiatry the average american child spends 7 minutes a day in play 
outdoors. and seven hours a day in front of a screen. of course it's not all bad.i can't tell you how many apps on my 
phone for bird identification, or track identification so we use technology it's ok for them to be on screens and you 
know have that sort of entertainment. but you also need to be outside and expose them to the world and naturei am 
excited when i see this. and i see mom and i see dad , as a family , in the woods kinda like claiming it back and i hope 
to see more of it lu ann stoia, local 12 news. 
 
date of newscast:   11/24/17    time of newscast:   9 am    duration: :20    story name:  ohio youth hunting   
description: young hunters in ohio harvest nearly 5- thousand deer during this year's two- day youth gun season. 
young hunters were allowed to use a legal gun with a non- hunting adult on november 18th and 19th.   the ohio 
department of natural resources says the hungters check more than 49- hundred white- tailed deer.   that's about a 
thousand less than last year. 
 
date of newscast:   11/29/17   time of newscast:  9 am   duration:  2:03   story name:   i-ceramic piglets and disney  
description:  one 11- year- old girl from delhi township has big dreams... and an even bigger heart. and now it's caught 
the attention of disney... local 12's brad underwood brings us this story. "you want to make sure there aren't any 
cracks or lines in it or else it won't dry properly. " "you just want to try and flatten it a bit on the bottom because you 
don't want your pig to run away."   they're not running, these little clay like pigs are flying off of anna's pig farm.now 
she's making more.  "then i cut in half with a knife or scissors and then i plop it on his little head." "next you want to 
take some googly eyes and i already picked some out.  " "i just put little slits in it for the nose and i stick it on just like 
that. " and repeat, about 200 times. the first batch of sales totaled more than 12 hundred dollars and all of it went to 
cincinnati children's. "when she sees something that she can make better she does something. " back in 2015 anna  
delivered hundreds of games to patients at children's because she wants to help. she wants to make a "difference in 
life" for kids at the hospital. "it's special to me because in 2015, when i was in third grade i was diagnosed with orbital 
cellulitis and had an abscess so i had to have an emergency surgery and stay there for a week."anna still goes back to 
children's on occasion.  she's now teaching kids how to make the pigs. now disney has given her a grant.. to help make 
sure the next litter leaves the farm.. "i say she is just an amazing kid. her father and i could take credit for it but i 
honestly think that's just who she is. who she was born and wants to good and make people happy. she's always gone 
out of the way for others. " again, that was brad underwood reporting.anna and her family have spent about half of 



the grant money on supplies to make these latest pigs. anna is going to use the rest of it to put together care packages 
of the model magic, paint and supplies so that the kids at the hospital can make some too.  
 
date of newscast:   12/06/17    time of newscast:  4 pm    duration:  :16    story name:  teens & suicide   
description:  ohio researchers say teenagers are more likely to contemplate and attempt suicide when their parents 
don't show that they care about them. they found teens, especially 12 and 13 year olds, were more likely to have 
suicidal thoughts if their parents rarely told them they were proud of them. 
 
date of newscast:  12/13/17 time of newscast:  6 pm   duration: :40 story name: vo young driver protection bill   
description: ohio lawmakers consider major changes for young drivers.a new bill would change they way teens get 
driver's licenses.supporters say it could have a big impact on safety. right now teenagers have to have a learners 
permit for six months before they can get a drivers license.  some parents say that's not enough.  the new measure 
would require a full year of training before a teenager could drive on their own.stella mayher daughter killed in 
crash(11:14:01) "i just really hope this bill passes. my biggest dream is for this to be called kailey's law so when kids 
want to know why they have to wait so they can get experience is because of kailey's law stella mayher's daughter 
was killed just a few months ago when she was riding with a friend.the driver only had her license for a month when 
the accident happened. there was no vote taken today in the state legislature, so it still has a few more steps to go 
before it can become law 
 
date of newscast:   12/19/17   time of newscast:  6 am    duration: :40   story name:  v-tightrope walker   
description:  if you're afraid of heights... look away! this 18 year old daredevil now holds the record for the longest 
blindfolded slackline walk!it is similar to walking a tight rope... but the rope has less tension.   pablo signoret pulled 
off the daring feat over a canyon in china.the frenchman walked a quarter of a mile over 25 minutes to beat the 
record. 
 
date of newscast:   12/28/17    time of newscast:  9 am   duration: 3:51   story name:   books for big smiles   
description:  a northern kentucky  teenager is on a mission to put smiles on kid's faces at children's hospital.   jaden 
kopser is a sophomore at ryle high school.back in 20-14, he noticed the lack of books while waiting for a doctor's 
appointment at children's.that's when he founded "books for big smiles."jaden is here with your sister renae -- your 
charity has become a regular family affair. renae -- when jaden goes off to college are you going to continue doing 
this??(you have some younger sisters to help you out) jaden a local 12 viewer saw your story -- tell us what happened 
yesterday if folks want to get involved, what can they do?? 


